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Abstract 
 

Evaluation of residual structural performance on existing reinforced concrete structures is 

important for maintenance of sound infrastructures. Rebar corrosion is one of the typical deterioration 

phenomena in reinforced concrete structures, and many previous researches tried to understand rebar 

corrosion and its influence on the structural behavior. FE analysis is one of effective tools for 

quantitative evaluation on the structural performance of RC structures. FE analysis has been become 

possible with reproduction of real scale structures due to remarkable evolution in information 

technology, thus appropriate FE model for reinforce concrete subjected to rebar corrosion is required 

for the evaluation of existing structures. The objective was to develop a FE analytical model of bond 

degradation and corrosion cracking which can apply on real scale model.  

In order to make clear bond deterioration behavior, the static beam loading test and the pull-out 

test of rebars with different bond conditions were conducted. Mechanical bond by interlock between 

lug of deformed bar and concrete is the dominant in bond components. Thus, interlock condition was 

focused in this investigation. FE analysis reproducing the shape of the rebars with hexahedral elements 

was also performed. It was mainly shown that bond was maintained as long as parts of regions of 

interlock remained, sound bond can be assumed. A FE model was proposed to derive the critical 

corrosion rate at which sound bond can be assumed, and to express the bond deterioration by changing 

the tension stiffening. It was verified that the model tracked the behavior of degraded beam members 

well even with a coarse mesh. 

To make clear the influence of various scale cracks on structural performance and development 

of shear transfer model subjected to corrosion crack were also aimed. Before the model development, 

analytical investigation on the structural behavior of RC member with shrinkage cracking was 

conducted in order to confirm the accuracy of the evaluation of micro-cracking. The results suggested 

that shrinkage crack was the cause of the stiffness reduction observed in real structures, and it was 

confirmed that the evaluation accuracy for micro-crack was sufficient. On the other hand, corrosion 

cracks are formed along rebars with large openings, thus it has a deviation from the assumption of the 

smeared crack model. The proposed model for corrosion crack induction considered the non-

uniformity of corrosion crack width, the non-penetration state in a finite element, and discharge of 

corrosion product from concrete surface through corrosion cracks with corrosion progress. The model 

was based on the results of shear test for concrete block with artificial crack and analytical 

investigation with fine mesh for tracking corrosion crack elongation. Based on the proposed corrosion 

model, analytical accuracy of structural behavior of the beam subjected to rebar corrosion was 

improved.   
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1.1 Background 

Many reinforced concrete structures which were constructed in the high economic growth period 

in Japan have been elapsed for more than 50 years from completion. Deteriorations by the influence 

of environmental action or external force have been reported, and repairment or strengthening are 

strongly required as a social demand. Residual performance evaluation for deteriorated RC structures 

is necessary for determination of appropriate maintenance strategy. FE analysis which can reproduce 

invisible stress stream in detail can greatly help it. Application of FE analysis for RC structures had 

been tried from 1960s and various modeling and constitutive laws were proposed for reproducing 

nonlinear and time-dependent behavior of reinforced concrete [1-2]. Applicable range for various 

dimension and phenomenon and acceptable computation load of FE analysis has improved with 

remarkable evolution in computation technology, and real scale FE analysis reproducing existing 

structures directly has become possible in recent years [3-5]. 

When deterioration of RC structure is focused, rebar corrosion is one of the typical deteriorations 

in reinforced concrete structures. It is caused by various factors such as chloride attack, carbonation, 

and can lead to serious degradation of structural performance such as load-bearing capacity or ductility. 

[6-9]. It is strongly required to develop methods to evaluate the current and future structural 

performance of reinforce concrete structures with rebar corrosion. Rebar corrosion is meso-scale 

phenomena such as bond deterioration between rebar and concrete, section loss of rebar, or local 

cracking induced by expansive strain around rebar. There are many researches focusing on FE 

analytical model for RC structure with rebar corrosion [10-14], but most of the models developed in 

same scale as corrosion phenomena by discrete RC model or fine mesh strategy. In real scale FE 

analysis, it is required to perform FE analysis by rough mesh model for the purpose investigating 

structural performance as averaged behavior with practical computation load. Thus, real scale FE 

analysis should conflict against rebar corrosion modeling in scale problem. 

Current evaluation methods on the residual structural performance for existing structures with 

rebar corrosion are based on the visual inspection and the grading of deterioration stage semi-

qualitatively. Therefore, the quantitative evaluation method is greatly required for effective and 

efficient maintenance under limited resource. Development of an equivalent model for rebar corrosion 

in rough mesh size, which can be applicable in real scale FE model with low computation load, can 

greatly promote the establishment of a quantitative evaluation method for the structural performance.  

1.2 Objectives 

Under a social demand of FE modeling which is applicable for real scale analysis with rebar 

corrosion, this thesis focused on the development of structural FE analytical model for reinforced 

concrete with rebar corrosion, which is applicable in rough mesh. The objectives of this research are 

summarized as follows.  
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 (1) Objectives in Chapter 2 (Bond deterioration) 

 To make clear the bond deterioration behavior by interlock loss due to section loss of rebar 

 Development of bond deterioration model base on the precise understanding of bond mechanism 

 

(2) Objectives in Chapter 3 (Shear transfer on the crack surface) 

 To make clear the influence of distributed cracks due to drying shrinkage on the structural 

performance in various dimension 

 To make clear the shear transfer behavior of concrete with nonuniformity in crack elongation 

progress, crack width, and crack direction. 

 Development of shear transfer model of concrete with macro crack due to corrosion determined 

from corrosion ratio 

1.3 Previous researches and significance of this thesis 

1.3.1 Deterioration mechanism of reinforced concrete caused by rebar corrosion 

Rebar in concrete is covered by passivation film generated by high alkali condition of hardened 

cement in the sound condition. It can shut electron movement between rebar and concrete and steel 

corrosion can be prevented. However, passivation film can be destructed due to low alkali condition 

caused by carbonation or anion attack such as chloride ion [15]. Therefore, oxidation reaction of steel 

can start at passivation film destructed region. Rebar corrosion is electro chemical change from iron 

to corrosion product such as iron oxide or iron oxyhydroxide. In other word, rebar corrosion causes 

the generation of corrosion product and section loss of rebar. The volume of corrosion product is larger 

than that of iron, thus corrosion product exerts an expansion force from inside of concrete around rebar 

inducing cracks of concrete around rebar. After inside cracks reach the concrete surface, deterioration 

factors from the concrete surface can easily ingress, thus corrosion crack speeds up rebar corrosion 

and degradation of durability [16-18]. During this corrosion process, the bond between the rebar and 

the concrete deteriorates, which affects the load bearing mechanisms [19-22].  

Changes of the structural performance due to rebar corrosion had been focused by many previous 

researches, and most of them conducted structural performance evaluation tests on the RC member 

with accelerated rebar corrosion. It was known that section loss, bond deterioration, and corrosion 

crack induced by rebar corrosion were mainly have influence on structural performance. These effects 

complexly mixed in the situation with actual corroded rebar, and few previous researches separated 

out each phenomenon induced by rebar corrosion. 

Section loss of rebar is equivalent as reduction of steel amount in the cross section of RC 

structures, thus it causes degradation of yielding load and load capacity. Deterioration of bond, which 

is stress transfer function between rebar and concrete, causes decrease of flexural capacity, stiffness, 

crack dispersibility, and resistance against crack elongation of reinforced concrete members [23-24]. 
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On the other hand, when the anchorage of main rebar is sound, bond deterioration can improve shear 

capacity by the formation of the tied arch mechanism due to uniform strain distribution of lateral rebar 

[25-27]. Corrosion crack causes stiffness degradation of RC members due to reduction of shear stress 

transfer between cracks, and eventually leads to spalling of cover concrete due to the complete 

separation of concrete by complete crack elongation. Corrosion crack also causes bond degradation 

because local bearing pressure strength around rebar was reduced. While researches focusing on 

structural performance change due to corrosion crack with artificial crack for considering cracking 

effects were very few [28], but positive effects such as increase of shear crack formation load by 

inhibition of propagation of flexural crack or shear crack by external force were also reported. 

1.3.2 Modeling of section loss 

Most models of the representation for section loss due to rebar corrosion were based on reduction 

of rebar ratio or the mechanical performance of the rebar such as yield strength [10, 29-31]. It is 

because section loss of rebar means that reduction of rebar amount in the cross section, thus direct 

reproduction such as reduced amount of rebar, or indirect reproduction such as reduced equivalent 

yield strength was applied. In the case of serious corrosion level, rupture of rebar occurs at corrosion 

pit even under lower tensile stress than the value calculated from averaged section loss. Coronelli et 

al. suggested that declination of rebar performance by pit corrosion can be considered as 

implementation of the ratio of pit point area to cross section area of sound bar [10]. 

1.3.3 Modeling of bond deterioration 

Sound bond between rebar and concrete is an important factor of load bearing mechanism of RC 

structure, and bond consists of three main components: mechanical interlock, chemical adhesion, and 

friction resistance. Among these, mechanical interlock, which is caused by bearing pressure between 

the uneven surface of the rebar and surrounding concrete, is highly effective, and interlock leads 

dispersion of inside crack around rebar [32- 35]. In order to obtain strong mechanical interlock, 

deformed bars with lugs are used in general reinforced concrete structures. 

Bond deterioration mechanism is different in each bond component. Chemical adhesion between 

rebar and concrete should be lost immediately after rebar corrosion starting, because rebar is covered 

by corrosion product and rebar and concrete is detached in this situation. Friction resistance also 

reduced by corrosion product gel whose elastic modulus is greatly lower than concrete or steel. On the 

other hand, improvement of bond strength and stiffness by confinement of expansion stress in round 

bar was also reported before leak of corrosion gel from concrete surface through corrosion crack. It is 

because friction resistance becomes higher by increase of normal stress to rebar surface due to 

expansion stress. Section loss of rebar due to corrosion changes the shape of rebar, and lug shape that 

makes interlock is flattened [36]. Corrosion induced crack is also one of the causes of bond 

deterioration because crack around rebar reduces bearing pressure strength between lug and concrete 
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and contact area between lug and concrete by concrete deformation, resulting same condition as 

section loss [37]. 

Models of sound bond between rebar and concrete were based on investigation on one axial pull-

out test of rebar, and bond behavior can be modeled from strength of concrete and slip displacement 

of rebar according to Shima et al. [35]. Here, there are two approaches for modeling of rebar in 

concrete in FE analysis, discrete model and smeared model. In the case that rebar is reproduced by 

discrete model, behavior of rebar is modeled with stress-strain relationship of steel, and embedded in 

concrete by beam as truss or line element. Then, stress transfer model between concrete and rebar, 

namely bond stress-slip relationship, is applied. Bond deterioration can be expressed by changing bond 

stress-slip relationship, extremely to no stress transfer [38, 39]. For reproducing stress-strain behavior 

as integrated material of rebar and concrete, smeared rebar model applies averaged strain-stress 

relationship as reinforced concrete and induction of tension stiffening can express bond behavior [40]. 

When bond between concrete and rebar can work, rebar strain around crack become large and 

uncracked region of concrete has tensile stress bearing while concrete in cracked region does not have. 

As a result, apparent resistance stress against tensile strain of concrete can be produced, and this 

mechanism is well known as tension stiffening. Stress-strain relationship after crack can be determined 

by stiffening parameter in averaged stress-strain relationship of reinforced concrete in smeared rebar 

model. Bond deterioration can be reproduced by reduced tension stiffening degree, but it has still room 

for investigation reduction behavior of tension stiffening with corrosion process. 

1.3.4 Modeling of corrosion crack 

Cracked concrete model in numerical analysis is mainly divided into two approach, discrete crack 

model and smeared crack model. Discrete model treats crack as discontinuous surface, and re-meshing. 

On the other hand, smeared crack model defines the behavior of cracked concrete with distributed fine 

cracks in a element. In this approach, stress-strain relationship is more complex than discrete crack 

model, but re-meshing or crack propagation process is not required to be considered. 

For modeling of corrosion crack, specific characteristics such as unevenness of expansion 

pressure or peculiar crack direction have to be taken into account. In discrete model, crack width by 

corrosion crack can be evaluated directly but crack elongation direction or crack occurrence location 

are difficult to be expected. Rigid Body Spring Model proposed by Kawai [41] or Lattice Model 

proposed by Bazant et al. [42] are one of the analytical models of major discrete crack and escaped 

specific expectation model of crack location or propagation for corrosion crack by applying voronoi 

diagram for meshing [43, 44]. In smeared crack model, modeling methods have been developed to 

evaluate corrosion crack caused by expansive stress caused by corrosion products, mainly by inducing 

forced displacement and expansion stress [45-48]. Crack propagation behavior can be controlled 

expansive induction directly while accuracy of model highly depends mesh size. [48] 
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1.3.5 Significance of this thesis 

FE analysis for real scale structure prefers smeared model by large mesh size to discrete model 

or using small mesh size from the view point of modeling load or computation load especially in the 

evaluation simulating overall structural behavior, not fine points such as each crack elongation. For 

development of FE model which is applicable in real scale structure, each deterioration phenomena 

caused by rebar corrosion were focused. Section loss of rebar can be reproduced by reduced rebar 

ratio determined by corrosion amount, and this approach have been developed in previous researches.  

When considering bond deterioration, most of the previous researches focused on the pull-out 

behavior of rebar or the response as a RC member with rebar corrosion due to exposure in actual 

environment or electrical acceleration. Here, bond deterioration mechanism is complexed; interlock 

condition changes between lug and concrete due to section loss, loss of chemical adhesion, friction 

resistance against rebar slip, and reduction of the bearing strength of concrete due to cracks around 

rebar. Previous discussions cannot evaluate the change of contribution of bond constituting 

components or corrosion crack. Thus, for an accurate understanding of the phenomenon, it is 

necessary to separate out the multiple factors of bond deterioration. Mechanical interlock is dominant 

factor in the three bond components and the author expects interlock condition change due to section 

loss by corrosion can determine total bond performance. This thesis focused on the evaluation of 

influence of change in interlock condition on load bearing mechanism and bond performance of RC 

beams through the experimental and analytical investigations. Based on the investigations, it was 

required to develop equivalent representation for bond, namely stress transfer degree between rebar 

and concrete, not direct representation such as joint element. 

Representations for corrosion crack in the current smeared crack model were proposed and 

verified for member scale investigations by applying same scale of mesh size as cross section of rebar. 

Thus, crack around rebar can be reproduced directly. Basically, these approaches are based on 

inducing of forced expansion stress with rebar location, but the accuracy of application in large mesh 

size has to be discussed more because non-penetrated crack condition or unevenness of corrosion 

crack surface has to be considered equivalently. 

 

1.4 Introduction of the analytical system and basic constitutive laws 

Through the thesis, the author used the three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analytical 

system “COM3” for the analysis [50]. This system introduces the six-directional fixed smeared crack 

model based on the active crack method [51]. Active crack concept suggested that non-linearity of 

concrete can be dominantly determined by widest opening crack under stress field in that time, and 

structure model of cracked concrete at active crack is applied for one element. Applicability of COM3 

to various reinforced concrete structures in the past researches [2-5, 27-28, 47-29, 52,53]. Summary 
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of constitutive laws of compression, tension, and cracked shear were shown in Fig. 1.1. 

Elasto-plastic and continuum fracture model as shown in Fig 1.2 [50, 54] was applied for concrete 

compression model. Compressive stiffness is modeled by multiple springs and cumulative plastic 

damage such as micro crack or local crush is expressed by decrease of springs, namely stiffness 

reduction. Under this concept, constitutive law of concrete in compression is given by Eq. (1.1) 

𝜎 ′ 𝐾 𝐸 𝜀 𝜀 ′   (1.1)

Where, 𝜎 ′  is normalized compressive stress by compressive strength, 𝐸   is initial tangent 

elastic modulus, 𝜀   is compressive strain, 𝜀 ′  is plastic compressive strain, and 𝐾   is failure 

parameter. 𝐾  means the survive ratio of springs keeping load bearing function, namely stiffness ratio 

to sound elastic modulus. Survive ratio 𝐾  and 𝜀 ′, that is residual strain in actual situation, are given 

Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.3) in normal strength concrete under one axial stress field, respectively. 

𝐾 exp 0.73 𝜀 1 exp 1.25𝜀   (1.2)

 

Fig 1.1 Constitutive laws of reinforced concrete in COM3 

 

 

Fig 1.2 Concept of Elasto-plastic and continuum fracture model 
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𝜀 𝜀 20/7  1  exp 0.35𝜀   (1.3)

Where, 𝜀  is maximum compressive strain in stress hysteresis. This compression model can 

be expanded to three dimensions constitutive law by equivalent stress and strain composed with 

average stress and deviatoric stress in solid element. 

Tension model of concrete is based on the averaged stress and averaged strain relationship [55]. 

This model has good agreement with the smeared crack model proposed by Vecchio and Collins [56], 

and tension softening behavior is separately considered by RC zone, which is affected by bond 

between rebar and concrete, and plain concrete zone defined by  the zoning method [57]. In RC zone, 

concrete has resistance against tensile strain even after cracking because rebar stress can be transferred 

by bond between rebar and concrete with known as tension stiffening. Concrete tensile model after 

crack with tension stiffening can be given by Eq. (1.4). 

𝜎 𝑓 𝜀 /𝜀    (1.4)

Where, 𝜎   is averaged tensile stress, 𝜀   cracking strain, 𝜀   averaged tensile strain, and c is 

stiffening parameter which represents bond condition. Based on the previous researches, 𝜀  and c 

adopt 0.0002 and 0.4 for RC zone, respectively [57]. In plain concrete, tension softening behavior 

can be determined by tension fracture energy and size on which the average stress-strain relationship 

is defined. Stiffening parameter of plain concrete can be given by Eq. (1.5). 

𝜎  𝑑𝜀 𝐺 /𝑙    (1.5)

Where, 𝐺  is fracture energy of concrete and 𝑙  is reference length of finite element. In this model, 

reference length is equal to finite element size. 

Shear model of cracked concrete is based on the contact density function model [58]. Equation 

(1.6) shows the relationship between shear stress 𝜏 and shear strain 𝛾 by shear stiffness 𝐺. 

𝜏 𝐺𝛾   (1.6)

Shear stiffness 𝐺 of cracked concrete is described as shown in Eq. (1.7) and Eq. (1.18). 

1/𝐺  1/G 1/𝐺   (1.7)

𝐺
𝜏
𝛾

𝑓
𝛽

1  𝛽
,𝛽  

𝛾
𝜀

 (1.8)

Where, 𝐺   is intrinsic shear stiffness, 𝐺   is shear stiffness of uncracked concrete, 𝜀   is tensile 

strain normal to crack surface, and 𝑓  is intrinsic shear strength. This shear model can describe shear 

stiffness by only the ratio of averaged shear strain to averaged tensile strain without absolute value of 

crack spacing or crack width. When cracks closed, cracked concrete should have high shear stiffness, 

thus uncracked shear stiffness 𝐺  was taken into account. Because the value of 𝐺  is greatly higher 
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than 𝐺 , the value of 𝐺  becomes dominant with large tensile strain in normal to crack surface. 

For rebar model, COM3 applies tri-linear stress-strain relationship considering elastic modulus, 

yield strength, tensile strength, yield plateau strain, and tensile rupture strain.  

1.5 Contents of this thesis 

This thesis was organized by 4 chapters. Chapter 1 described background, objectives and 

significance of this thesis with the reviews of previous researches and FE modeling approaches for 

corroded RC structure. Basic constitutive laws in the analytical system on which this study focused 

was also introduced in Chapter 1. 

 Chapter 2 investigated influence of interlock loss due to rebar corrosion on bond performance 

and structural performance in member and shows the bond deterioration model under 20% of corrosion 

ratio. 20% is approximately maximum value in corrosion ratio in land structure, except the structure 

under severe environment such as coastal structure. In the investigation on influence of interlock loss, 

which is dominant factor of bond components on structural performance of RC member, static loading 

tests on beams with different interlock conditions was conducted. The loading test on beam specimens 

were analyzed by the FE model that reproduces the shape of rebar using solid elements precisely. This 

FE model applied very fine mesh, and mortal and course aggregate were modeled individually. These 

models were verified by reproduction analysis for beam loading tests and rebar pull-out tests from 

concrete. Then, analytical case studies simulating non-uniform or partial shape change of rebar in cross 

section and in axial direction were conducted. Bond deterioration with corrosion progress was 

proposed, and bond performance in large mesh by smeared rebar model was represented by degree of 

tension stiffening, which shows resistance against tensile stress after cracking. Structural performance 

change due to reduced tension stiffening degree with proposed bond deterioration model was also 

described. 

Corrosion crack model was developed in Chapter 3. At first, in order to arrange the overall 

understanding of the influences of crack on RC structure or RC member, distributed micro crack and 

concentrated macro crack were discussed separately. This thesis conducted thermo-hygro analysis and 

integrated with structural analysis, and make clear that stiffness reduction as a structure is caused by 

drying shrinkage cracks by full-scale analysis. Then, the mechanism of stiffness reduction by drying 

and the effects of member size are investigated. The investigations showed the cracks in concrete 

caused stiffness reduction and it was caused by reduction of shear transfer degree of concrete between 

crack surface. When considering the modeling of cracks, one of the major differences between drying 

shrinkage crack and corrosion crack was scale. Drying shrinkage crack was distributed in an entire 

member as many fine cracks, thus it had affinity with smeared crack model, which assumes distributed 

crack in all region in an element. On the other hand, corrosion crack was concentrated meso-scale 

crack along rebar and unevenness in crack width or crack progress direction should be considered. 
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Discussion on shear transfer between corrosion crack was separated into three parts, stage 1 until 

corrosion crack reaches concrete surface, stage 2 after crack penetration, and stage 3 discharge of 

corrosion product from opened corrosion crack in concrete surface. Until penetration of crack, a finite 

element had both cracked and uncracked region, and uncracked concrete has high shear stiffness. 

However, conventional model defined cracked or uncracked model in a element with strain. In order 

to investigate shear stiffness with both cracked and uncracked region in a element, shear loading test 

for concrete blocks with inducing non-penetrated pre-cracked were conducted. Experimental result 

showed that shear stiffness value by corrosion crack can be determined from the ratio of cracked area 

of concrete to uncracked area. For defining cracked area ratio from corrosion ratio, fine mesh analysis 

simulating corrosion crack elongation was conducted. This analysis model reproduced a rebar 

embedded in the center of square concrete, and composed from steel element and concrete element, 

joint element between interface of steel and concrete. Corrosion expansion was applied as forced 

expansion strain in steel element, and ratio of cracked to uncracked area was defined as the function 

of corrosion ratio with referring previous experiments focusing on crack elongation due to corrosion 

process. After corrosion cracks penetrated through all section of concrete in a element, shear stiffness 

reduction was overestimated in the case that large mesh was used and distributed rebar ratio was 

applied. It was because that large mesh reproduced straight crack propagation along rebar even while 

unevenness crack width in normal and parallel direction to rebar axial had to be considered. Equivalent 

corrosion crack width was proposed for solving derivation of modeling from actual condition in the 

stage 2. In serious corrosion ratio defined as stage 3, limitation of crack opening due to release of 

expansion stress caused by leak of corrosion gel had to be considered. Thus, discharge limit, which 

represented maximum crack width were proposed. Modified corrosion model can reproduce the 

structural behavior of member with rebar corrosion, and proposed model can be verified. 

Chapter 4 summarized the conclusions of this study. Recommendations of further studies were 

also listed. 
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2.1 Abstract of Chapter 2 

This chapter focused on bond between rebar and concrete and aimed development of bond 

deterioration model for RC structures with rebar corrosion. At first, in order to sperate out multiple 

bond components and to understand of bond deterioration mechanism, the author focused on the 

influence of interlock loss on the structural behavior and bond performance of RC member from 

experimental and analytical approach. Interlock was produced by bearing pressure between lug and 

concrete and contribution of interlock in bond is dominant in bond components. Static loading test on 

six RC beams and FE analysis reproducing beam tests were conducted for the investigation on the 

effects of reduced interlock condition, and confinement effects of stirrups against slipping of main 

rebar. In order to evaluate interlock effects precisely, rebar shape including lugs was reproduced by 

fine hexahedron elements in the FE analysis. The author also conducted analytical case studies for 

investigating the effects of non-uniform partial interlock loss due to section loss of rebar simulating 

expected situations caused by actual rebar corrosion. Through these case studies, it was showed that 

bond as an entire member is maintained and sound bond behavior can be assumed as long as parts of 

regions with interlock between lugs and concrete can work even when section loss of rebar occurs due 

to corrosion. Based on the investigations, bond deterioration model was proposed with tension 

stiffening. Sound bond can be assumed even when interlock region or interlock degree were reduced 

by section loss due to rebar corrosion, and reduced bond was applied in the serious corrosion ratio. 

2.2 Experimental program on the static loading test for RC beam 

In order to investigate the effect of interlock loss on the bond performance of RC beams, the static 

Table 2.1 List of the specimens 

Name 
Interlock 

area 
Stirrup 

Outline of experimental 

specimens 
Remark 

ST-100 100% Placing 

 

Deformed bar as main rebar 

Sound specimen 
PL-100 100% Not 

placing 

ST-50 50% Placing 

 

Deformed bar as main rebar 

 
Specimen whose the 
underside of main 
rebar was exposed 

PL50 50% Not 
placing 

ST-0 0% Placing 

 

Round bar as main rebar 

Specimen without 

interlock PL-0 0% Not 
placing 
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loading test was conducted. Degree of bond was controlled by area with the contact between rebar lug 

and surrounding concrete. Interlock areas of specimens were designed as the values of 0%, 50%, and 

100%. Placing of stirrup was also focused on for confirming confinement effects on deformation or 

slipping of main rebar by stirrup.  

2.2.1 Specimens and materials 

Table 2.1 shows the list for specimens of a total 6 RC beams. In this test, the author focused on 

the interlock effects on load carrying mechanism in the bond components. For this purpose, interlock 

area was controlled although chemical adhesion and friction resistance was kept intact in the all cases.  

The specimen with 50% interlock area had no cover concrete in the loading span, and the concrete 

was in contact with only the top half surface of the main rebars, and the bot-tom half side was exposed. 

Cases with 50% of interlock area focused on not only the effects of residual bond degree but also the 

reproduction in actual corrosion progress as an extreme case reproducing the situation that cover 

concrete was spalled but contact between upper side of main rebar and concrete was kept. The 

specimen with interlock area of 0% used round PC rod. Two series of specimens, the ST series with 

stirrup and the PL series without stirrup, were set for beams with three different interlock area. The 

geometry and rebar arrangement of specimens are shown in Figure 2.1. For the main rebars of the 

specimens, high strength screw bars were used in the cases of 100% and 50% interlock area cases, and 

 

Figure 2.1 Geometry and rebar arrangement of the specimens  
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round PC rod were used in the case of 0% interlock area. In all cases, D10 whose yield strength was 

305MPa was used for the stirrup and compression bar. Beam specimens were designed for failing in 

shear with tensile rebar ratio of 1.95%, effective height of 230 mm, shear span of 600 mm, beam width 

of 220 mm, and anchorage length of 500 mm. For securing the solid anchorage, the main rebars were 

fixed by attaching nuts at the beam ends. 

The six beam specimens were cast at the same time using ready-mixed concrete with the mix 

proportions given in Table 2.2. The formwork of PL-50, ST-50 were produced by Styrofoam, and cray 

Table 2.2 Mix proportions of concrete. 

Conditions Unit content(kg/m3) 

W/C 

(%) 

s/a 

(%) 

Slump 

(cm) 

Air content 

(%) 
Water Cement Sand Gravel 

Admixt

ure 

42.5 41.1 12 4.5 173 408 697 1033 4.08 

   Cement: Ordinary portland cement, density 3.13 g/cm3 

Fine aggregate: Crushed and natural mixed sand, Specific gravity 2.60 g/cm3 

Coarse aggregate: Crushed limestone, Maximum size 20mm, Specific gravity 2.69 g/cm3 

Chemical admixture: Polycarboxylic acid-based AE water reducing agent, density 1.04 g/cm3 

 

Table 2.3 Characteristics of materials used. 

 Main rebar 

Concrete 
Screw bar 

Round rebar 

(PC rod) 

Type USD685A 
SBPR 

1080/1270 
Compressive strength (N/mm2) 39.7 

Yield strength 

(N/mm2) 
710 1189 Elastic modulus (kN/mm2) 27.5 

Tensile strength 

(N/mm2) 
883 1270 Tensile strength (N/mm2)* 2.67 

*Estimated value from compressive strength based on JSCE Standard Specifications 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Measurement positions for main rebar strain 
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was attached in the bottom half surface of rebar in order to achieve loss of contact of rebar with 

concrete absolutely. The specimens were cured under sealed condition for 10 to 12 days under 20 

degree of ambient temperature until the loading test. Table 2.3 lists the mechanical properties of the 

concrete obtained from compression tests on cylinder specimens. 39.7 MPa of compressive strength 

and 27.5 kN/mm2 of elastic modulus were measured. Table 2.3 also shows the main rebar property, 710 

MPa for screw bar and 1189 MPa for PC rod of yielding strength. 

2.2.2 Procedure of loading test 

Four-point static loading test was performed using a universal testing machine with the loading 

speed of 1kN/sec. Crack propagation was checked and marked by visual inspection every 20kN of 

load increasing. Total load, vertical deflection of the beam, and strain of the main rebar, stirrup and 

concrete were measured. The vertical deflection of the test specimen was taken as the difference from 

the displacement at center and supporting points. Main rebars strain in the both ST and PL series and 

stirrup strain in the ST series were measured by strain gauges attached on the rebars. The orange and 

green regions indicate the strain measurement positions of rebar and concrete in Figure 2.2, 

respectively. Strain at 7 points along main rebar were measured in order to track uniformity rebar strain 

indicating bond degree. Total 6 points of strain gauges were set for every other stirrup in the shear 

span. The strain gauges for rebar were attached before casting while the gauge for measuring the strain 

at compression edge of concrete was attached just before loading. 

2.3. Experimental results and discussion 

2.3.1 Load-deflection relationship and behavior of crack distribution 

The load-deflection relationship of each specimen is shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. 

Comparison of maximum load with calculated load in each case with failure mode base on the JSCE 

code is shown in Table 2.4, and the designed flexure strength was 2.5 times and 1.3 times higher than 

that causing shear failure in Pl series and ST series, respectively. Figure 2.5 shows the crack pattern 

of each specimen after failure. The thick lines in the crack pattern show the dominant crack at failure. 

The shaded region in the PL-50 case indicates concrete crushed region at failure. Dot line and orange 

marks mean rebar arrangement and the strain measurement points of rebar, respectively. 

In both the PL series and the ST series, as the interlock area between the rebar and concrete 

decreased from 100% to 50% and 0%, the stiffness of the beam decreased after the formation of 

flexural crack. Initial stiffness in elastic range of the PL-50 and ST-50 specimens was lower than that 

of the specimens with 100% and 0% interlock area, on account of the smaller cross section of the beam 

due to the absence of cover concrete. 

The maximum loads for the PL series were 264 kN, 285 kN, and 280 kN for PL-100, PL-50, and 

PL-0, respectively. Maximum load of PL-100 was 39% higher than that of design, but it was 

reasonable because it was well known that designed shear strength without stirrups was overestimated 
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approximately at 30%. Although the maximum load of PL-50 was close to that of PL-100, load 

reduction of PL-50 was due to crushing at the top of the concrete at the center of the span, instead of 

shear failure as in PL-100. This is because that the tied arch was formed in PL-50, and the shear 

capacity was increased. The failure of PL-0 was caused by crushing of the concrete around the 

anchoring nuts. 

  

Figure 2.3 Load-deflection curve (PL series)  Figure 2.4 Load-deflection curve (ST series) 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Crack patterns by visual inspection after failure 

 (Thick line: dominant cracks at failure, Shaded area: concrete spoiled area at failure) 

 

Table 2.4 Comparison of maximum load with calculated load 

Measured maximum load in the loading tests Calculated maximum load* 

Interlock 

area 

PL series ST series Mode PL series ST series 

Load Failure mode Load Failure mode 
Shear 189kN 359kN 

100% 264kN Shear 466kN Shear 

50% 285kN Compression 368kN Shear 
Flexure 478kN 478kN 

0% 280kN Anchorage 299kN Anchorage 

*Calculated values were based on JSCE Standard Specifications 
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The maximum loads of ST-100 and ST-50 were 466 kN and 368 kN, respectively, showing a 

different tendency from those of the PL series. Comparing ST-100 and ST-50, the two specimens 

showed similar crack propagation and both failed in shear, although the maximum load of ST-50 was 

approximately 20% lower than that of ST-100 while the both ST-50 and ST-100 showed higher shear 

strength than designed value. In the both ST-50 and ST-100, stirrup strains on shear crack exceeded 

yield strain at failure, it indicated shear tension failure as shown in Figure 2.6. Noted that strain of 

stirrup in the ST-0 was failed to be measured due to the trouble in the measurement system. The ST-0 

beam showed 299kN of maximum load, and crack pattern, failure mode and maximum load were 

similar to those of PL-0. In the PL-0 and the ST-0, stiffness of beam declined markedly after cracking 

and dispersibility of cracks was clearly reduced. In these beams, because bond was uniformly low, 

stress on the anchoring parts was increased, and it ultimately caused the anchorage failure. 

 

Figure 2.6 Stirrup strain (Left: ST-50, Right: ST-100) 

 

Figure 2.7 Concrete strain behavior at compression edge (Left: PL series, Right: ST series) 
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The difference in interlock area of the specimens also affected the dispersibility of flexural cracks. 

The number of flexural cracks was 8 and 7 for ST-100 and PL-100, respectively, but only 3 cracks 

were formed in the span center in ST-0 and PL-0. Difference in placing of stirrups was showed in the 

behavior of PL-50 and ST-50. In PL series without stirrup, the number of flexural cracks was reduced 

from 7 in PL-100 to 4 in PL-50, while the number of cracks in ST-50 with stirrup was 8, the same 

number as in ST-100. Placing of stirrups also affects crack location. Cracks was basically formed on 

or near the stirrup in ST series while cracks located randomly in PL series. Looking at Figure 2.7, 

increase behavior of compressive strain in the PL-50 was similar to the PL-0 and the PL-50 showed 

the highest compression strain at failure, indicating compression failure while compression strain in 

the PL-100 was suppressed due to shear crack. On the other hand, behavior of compressive stain with 

loading of ST-100 and ST-50 was almost same until failure. Compressive strain and stirrup strain in 

the ST-0 was failed to be measured due to the trouble in the measurement system. However, it could 

be considered that the behavior of the ST-0 was almost same as that of the PL-0 because there is little 

difference in load-deflection curve and crack behavior between PL-0 and ST-0. Thus, there is clear 

difference in the trend of compression strain behavior, the behavior of the PL-50 was similar to PL-0 

while that of the ST-50 and the ST-100 were deviated from that of the ST-0. 

2.3.2 Strain distribution of main rebar 

Figure 2.8 – Figure 2.13 shows the strain distribution of the main rebar along axial direction in 

each specimen. In order to compare the specimens between screw bar and PC rod with different 

strength, vertical axis shows the ratio of measured strain to yielding strain of each main rebar. All 

beam specimens failed before yielding of main rebar. In the both PL-100 and ST-100, tensile strain 

was highest at the center of the beam and decreased as measurement points became closer to the 

supporting points, maintaining the correlation with the flexure moment distribution. You can find some 

unevenness in PL-100 and it is caused by cracks on strain gauges and cracks along rebar as shown in 

 

Figure 2.8 Main rebar strain distribution (PL-0) Figure 2.9 Main rebar strain distribution (ST-0)  
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Fig. 5. In the PL-0 and ST-0 specimens, the strain distribution kept arch shape until 100 kN, but the 

strain along rebar became almost same value after 150 kN due to chemical bond loss. This was 

consistent with the result that PL-0 and ST-0 shared the same failure mode. In the cases of 100% and 

0% interlocking, strain distribution trend was same regardless of placing stirrups. On the other hand, 

the axial strain distribution clearly differed between ST-50 and PL-50. In ST-50, the axial strain 

distribution was similar arch shape to that in ST-100 until beam failure. On the other hand, in PL-50, 

the strains at each measured point, except for the supporting points (RS1 and RS7), were almost 

identical past 150 kN. In the visual inspection after 150 kN, the detachment of the main rebar from the 

upper concrete was observed. The failure mode and the crack distribution in PL-50 al-so supported 

that bond was lost at 150 kN, whereas in ST-50, sound bond was maintained until failure. 

 

Figure 2.10 Main rebar strain distribution        Figure 2.11 Main rebar strain distribution  

(PL-50)                                    (ST-50) 

 

Figure 2.12 Main rebar strain distribution        Figure 2.13 Main rebar strain distribution  

(PL-100)                                  (ST-100) 
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2.3.3 Summary of experimental results 

In the case of ST-50, post-cracking stiffness decreased, but the reduction degree was slight, 

and crack behavior, strain distribution, and failure mode were similar compared with ST-100. Even 

though the underside of the rebar was exposed and the half of interlock area was not available, no 

large bond loss is deemed to have occurred. On the other hand, in PL-50, the smaller number of cracks 

and uniform strain distribution as shown in the result of PL-0 clearly indicated bond loss. The 

detachment of main rebar suggests the interlock loss caused by contact loss between lug and concrete. 

However, in the case of ST-50, the main rebar kept contact with upper concrete because of the 

suppression of relative displacement between the main rebar and concrete by stirrups. Therefore, 

interlock was maintained. Stirrups affected crack location through the confinement effects on main 

rebar. Crack location was concentrated around stirrup because interlock between main rebar and 

stirrup was strong, and it causes local high unity between concrete and main rebar. 

Totally, almost sound bond can be maintained even if interlock area was half as long as contact 

between lugs and concrete was kept. It was also confirmed that stirrup has con-tribute on keeping 

contact and unity between concrete and main rebar. 

2.4 FE analysis for reproduction on beam loading experiment 

2.4.1 Outline of FE analytical model 

Figure 2.14 shows the outline of the analysis models. To more precisely grasp the phenomena 

caused by differences in interlock conditions, the shapes of the main rebar and the anchoring nuts at 

beam end were reproduced using steel solid elements. Two-dimensional joint element was placed at 

the boundary between the steel element for main rebar and the concrete element. As the effect of 

interlock can be reproduced by the shape of steel elements, it is possible to separate the interlock from 

 
Figure 2.14 Outline of analysis model 
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other bond components. Chemical adhesion and frictional resistance were considered in the property 

of joint element. A smeared rebar model was applied for stirrup and compression reinforcement. 

Considering the symmetry of the beam, a quarter cut model was used for analysis. 

2.4.2 Segregated modeling of mortal and course aggregate with fine mesh 

A small mesh size of 2 mm minimum was set to reproduce the shape of screw bars by hexahedral 

elements. In this model, aggregate and mortal were separately modeled and randomly placed. The 

mesh size was significantly smaller than the aggregate size in this model, thus it was deemed to be out 

of the assumption based on the composite behavior of aggregate and paste in a smeared crack model. 

In the experiment, the volume ratio of coarse aggregate in the concrete was 36%. Based on that, 36% 

of concrete elements were randomly set to the aggregate element, and the other concrete elements 

were set to the mortar elements as shown in Figure 2.14. 

Table 2.4 lists the material property values applied in the aggregate and mortar elements. Because 

limestone was used as the coarse aggregate in the experiment, the general values of compressive 

strength (140MPa) and tensile strength (10MPa) of limestone aggregate were used for the aggregate 

elements [1]. Since the fracture of aggregate is brittle, the parameters were set so that tensile bearing 

stress after occurrence of crack drops sharply with large stiffening parameter while concrete 

constitutive law was applied for aggregate elements. For the elastic modulus of the aggregate element, 

the estimated value obtained from the density of aggregate with Eq. (2.1) was used [2]. 

𝐸 2.35𝛾 5.78 10        (2.1)

Where, 𝐸  is the elastic modulus (MPa) and 𝛾  is the density of aggregate (g/cm ). The 

calculated elastic modulus of course aggregate had almost same value as that of general limestone 

aggregate [1]. 

The compressive strength and tensile strength of the mortar element taken from the concrete 

material test results shown in Table 2.3 were applied for the properties of element property because 

strength of mortal was dominant for concrete failure in normal strength concrete. Elastic modulus of 

mortal is lower than that of concrete in general and Hashin-Hansen's equation for two-phase composite 

materials, shown in Eq. (2.2), was used for determining the elastic modulus of mortal [3, 4]. 

 

 

Table 2.4 Material property values in analysis model 

 Mortar element Aggregate element 

Compressive strength (N/mm2) 39.7 140 

Tensile strength (N/mm2) 2.67 10 

Elastic modulus (kN/mm2) 18.8 51.8 
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𝐸 𝐸
1 𝑉 𝐸 1 𝑉 𝐸

1 𝑉 𝐸 1 𝑉 𝐸
       (2.2)

Where, 𝐸 ,𝐸 ,𝐸  is the elastic modulus of concrete, mortar, and coarse aggregate, respectively, 

and 𝑉  is the volume ratio of coarse aggregate in concrete. The elastic modulus of mortal element 

𝐸  could be obtained by Eq. (2.2) from the measured elastic modulus of the concrete 𝐸  and the 

elastic modulus of the aggregate 𝐸  estimated by Eq. (2.1) in this study. Strictly speaking, it was 

necessary to consider the influences of the interfacial transition zone between the aggregate and mortar 

elements, and the contact conditions between aggregate elements according to the aggregate diameter 

and aggregate shape. However, in this analytical model, these influences were considered to be small 

because the damage was concentrated on the mortar elements, which had a lower elastic modulus and 

strength than aggregates. 

Here, Figure 2.15 shows the comparison between homogenized concrete model and separated 

modeling in the beam analysis of the ST-100 case. Homogenized concrete model was composed by 

the same meshing and material properties as shown in Table 2.3 given from cylinder test were applied. 

Post-cracking stiffness of homogenized concrete model was lower than the results of experiment or 

segregated model, while maximum load and crack distribution in ultimate state were almost same. It 

seemed to because that homogenized concrete model cannot reproduce high resistance of crack 

progress in the local region by aggregate directly. Accurate averaged strain and averaged stress 

relationship or equivalent fracture energy in extremely fine mesh reproduced by homogenized concrete 

model required more consideration. 

2.4.3 Model of joint element 

For reproducing the mechanical behavior chemical adhesion and friction resistance between steel 

and concrete, FE model in this study applies 2D joint element. In general, steel-concrete interface 

   

Figure 2.15 Comparison of separated and homogenized concrete modeling 
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shows contact friction behavior in shear with initial adhesive strength. Thus, the author applied Mohr-

Coulomb friction law in the shear direction on the contact surface with initial adhesive strength in the 

both normal and shear direction. Summary of joint element model is shown in Figure 2.16. Recovery 

of chemical adhesion is not considered when joint surface contacts again. In other word, after stress 

in joint element in shear or open direction exceeds its chemical adhesion strength, no normal stress is 

considered when the interface is opened, and shear stress follows only the Mohr-Coulomb friction law 

[5]. The friction coefficient μ of 0.4 was applied in this study according to the past research focusing 

smooth interface between steel and concrete [6]. Applicability of this joint model had been verified in 

previous research for evaluation on composite structures [7-9]. 

 

2.4.4 Validation of analytical modeling by reproduction for pull out test for a rebar 

In order to check the validity of the FE model such as reproduction of rebar shape by hexahedron 

elements, the parameters applied for the joint element between steel and concrete, and the parameters 

of aggregate and mortar elements, a pull-out test of rebar embedded in concrete was reproduced by 

FE analysis. The pull-out test was based on JSCE-G 503-2013 (Test for bond strength between 

concrete and steel reinforcement by pull-out test). Figure 2.17 shows the outline of the pull-out test. 

The specimens for the pull-out test were the concrete cubes of 132 mm on each side with a rebar 

embedded in the center. The length of one side being six times the diameter of the rebar. An unbonded 

zone of twice the rebar diameter in length was provided on the pull-out side. The relative displacement 

between the rebar and the concrete cube was measured as the pull-out displacement at bottom side of 

specimens. The pull-out test was conducted on a total of four specimens, consisting of two specimens 

with reinforcement consisting of the screw bar, and two specimens with round PC rod. The properties 

of steel bars were same as the beam loading test.  

Figure 2.18 shows the reproduction analysis model. As same as the beam model, it consisted of 

mortar element, aggregate element, and steel element. Two-dimensional joint elements were placed at 

Figure 2.16 Model of joint element 
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the boundaries around the steel element. 

Figure 2.19 shows the comparison of the test results and analytical results in the load-pull-out 

displacement relationship. In the both screw bar and round PC rod cases, the analysis was able to 

reproduce the behavior until applied load reached the maximum value. Deformed bar was pulled out 

at approximately 80kN, and crack along rebar occurred and concrete block was split in the both 

experiment and analysis, namely bond split fracture. On the other hand, split of concrete was not 

observed in pull-out behavior of round PC rod. Bond fracture was occurred between smooth surface 

of rebar and surrounding concrete due to chemical bond loss at 11 kN of applied pull-out load. In this 

pull-out test, displacement measurement around and after failure did not have high reliability. It is 

because that specimens bounced or split at failure and it affected measurement of displacement gauge 

fixed on the concrete cube surfaces. Thus, there was slight difference in softening behavior between 

 

Figure 2.17 Outline of pull-out test 

 

 

Figure 2.18 Analysis model and strain distribution under pull-out load (Screw bar) 
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experiment and analysis especially for round bar. Dynamic analysis considering local contingency of 

slipping can improve slip behavior reproduction between smooth surface due to bond fracture [8]. 

There was still room for improving fitting accuracy softening behavior of round bar after bond slipping, 

but these influences were considered to be greatly small compared with bond fracture with interlock. 

Thus, the author concluded that those models, such as the material properties of the aggregate and 

mortar elements, and the stiffness, chemical adhesion strength, friction coefficient of the joint element, 

were valid enough to evaluate the structural behavior of RC member with interlock.  

2.4.5 Results of reproduction analysis for beam loading test 

Figure 2.20 shows the comparison between the analytical and experimental load-deflection 

curves and the primary principal strain distribution. For ST-100, the analysis was able to reproduce 

the initial stiffness, load capacity, strain distribution of main rebar and crack distribution observed in 

the experiment. For ST-50, analytical stiffness value became lower than experimental value past 

approximately 250kN, and shear failure occurred at a higher load than that in the experiment. As the 

analytical model uses a smeared reinforcement model for the shear reinforcement, the confinement 

effect by the stirrup for main rebar cannot be considered directly. In this analysis, among the joint 

elements in the ST-50 model, a high value was applied to the chemical adhesive strength at the 

locations of the stirrup in the experiment to reproduce the confinement effect by the stirrup. However, 

as the load increased, the stress for the detachment was concentrated around the joint elements which 

have high adhesive strength, and at a load of approximately 250kN, the rebar detachment occurred. 

The shear capacity of beam increased, as a result, the maximum load is considered to have been higher 

than that recorded in the experiment. ST-50 in analysis failed in shear, but the angle of the shear cracks 

was large and the crack shape was similar to those of PL-50 in the experiment. If interlock between 

    
Figure 2.19 Rebar pull-out test reproduction analysis results (Left: Screw bar, Right: Round PC 

bar) 
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the top concrete and the lugs on the rebar can be maintained by the discrete representation of the 

stirrups mechanically, the detachment can be prevented and the accuracy can be improved. In order to 

reproduce the confinement effect of stirrup in analytical model, the author reproduced stirrup as line 

element without distributed rebar model and embedded in concrete elements. Line elements were 

placed at same regions as that in the experiment in each main rebar dividedly with half cross section 

in order to reproduce confinement effect by surrounding geometry of each stirrup because strain-stress 

relationship of line element was modeled only in the axial direction without flexure resistance. No 

bond slip behavior was modeled between concrete and line element, thus complete bond between 

stirrups and concrete was assumed in the analytical model. Figure 2.21 shows the comparison in load-

deflection curves and strain distribution, and analytical results with embedded stirrup model 

reproduced experimental results well in the load capacity, the failure mode, and the shear crack angle. 

It was because that detachment of main rebar was confined by line element, and bond condition 

measured in the experiment were reproduced well. From these investigations, it was showed that 

whether contact between concrete and lug worked or not had large influences on sound bond. Though 

embedded rebar reproduction succeeded to track load-deflection relationship better than distributed 

rebar model, it was still required to develop another constitutive law of line element or bond slip 

behavior between line elements and solid elements. Thus, the author used distributed rebar model for 

stirrup following case studies because they focused on only various lug loss condition and did not 

consider the situation causing detachment of main rebar such as corrosion crack or spoiling of cover 

concrete. 

The analytical result of the ST-0 showed a different behavior from the experiment, a decrease 

  

Figure 2.20 Results of reproduction FE analysis for beam loading test 
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in load occurred at a load of approximately 110kN, and later the load increased again. In the analysis, 

slip between the rebar and concrete observed pull out test for round bar occurred at a load of 

approximately 110kN, and rebar slip occurred instantaneously in most surface of the rebars. On the 

other hand, in the experiment, slip between the rebar and concrete occurred locally and it was 

intermittent as the load increased, which may have caused the difference in the load-deflection curves. 

In the load-deflection curve obtained from the ST-0 experiment, the slope of the curve began to 

decrease from approximately 120kN. Slip sound was intermittently heard from approximately 100kN 

during the loading test, presumably indicating that the rebar began to slip. The load at which slip of 

the rebar started was consistent be-tween experiment and analysis. The strain distribution of ST-0 

clearly showed a decrease in the number of cracks and the concentration of strain in the concrete at 

the anchoring parts at the beam ends compared with the sound case, reproducing the crack behavior 

and the failure mode in the experiment. Although there was a difference in stiffness after rebar slip, 

the maximum load was almost the same as that in the experiment. Rebar slipping was a dynamic 

phenomenon of intermittent local slipping, and it is difficult to track it in static analysis. The 

reproduction accuracy of ST-0 should be improved by introducing dynamic analysis, setting 

parameters non-uniformly for the joint elements, or introducing viscous behavior. In order to 

reproduce non-uniform distribution of bond condition, the author conducted the reproduction analysis 

on pull-out test for deformed and round bar, and on the static loading test for ST-0 and ST100 case 

with 2 degree of chemical bond strength randomly. 90% of bond elements in that in the beam model 

was set to 80% of original value of bond chemical strength, and the others were 2.8 times larger value, 

thus total bond strength was same as original model. Stiffness in the both open and closure condition, 

friction coefficient in joint elements, and the property of mortal or aggregate elements were not 

  

Figure 2.21 Comparison between distributed and embedded stirrup model in ST-50 
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changed. Comparison between models with constant and random chemical bond strength was shown 

in Figure 2.22 on the pull-out test and Figure 2.23 on the static loading test, respectively. When pull-

out behavior was focused on, load was kept constant at maximum load in the case with non-uniform 

chemical bond strength just after rebar slipping occurred because region with higher strength can resist 

against pull-out slip while pull-out stiffness and bond strength were almost same in the both cases. On 

the other hand, the difference in pull-out behaviors of deformed bar by uniform and nonuniform 

  

Figure 2.22 Comparison between constant and random distribution of chemical bond strength 

with the reproduction analysis of pull-out test (Left: Screw bar, Right: Round PC bar) 

  
Figure 2.23 Comparison between constant and random distribution of chemical bond strength 

with the reproduction analysis of static loading test 
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distribution of chemical bond strength, thus it was confirmed that contribution of interlock for bond 

between rebar and concrete also from this investigation. Pull-out behavior of rebar around chemical 

bond fracture was reproduced well by random distribution of chemical bond strength, and structural 

behavior of member in static loading could also be succeeded to reproduce. Gradual chemical bond 

loss at local regions was reproduced, as a result, the matching between analytical and experimental 

results in the ST-0 case was improved as shown in the load-deflection curve and strain distribution in 

Figure 2.23. Nevertheless, difference in structural behaviors of member in the ST-100 was greatly 

slight, thus properties of joint elements were insensitive due to solid bond caused by interlock. As long 

as a member uses deformed bar, and beam model showed in Figure 2.14 resulting the structural 

behavior in Figure 2.20 was valid enough because that stress transfer by lug can be reproduced well 

and contribution of interlock on bond was outstanding compared with chemical adhesion and friction 

action, which was also supported by previous researches [10]-[13]. 

2.5. Analytical case study assuming lug loss due to rebar corrosion 

2.5.1 Analytical cases 

Analysis reproducing the change of interlocking condition that is expected to occur due to rebar 

corrosion was conducted. The shape of the screw rebar, geometry of beam, the rebar arrangement, and 

the loading conditions were the same as the reproduction FE analysis for the ST series in Chapter 4. 

The analysis cases shown in Table 2.5 were set up focusing on three points: lug height loss, non-

uniform lug loss region on cross section of rebar, and non-uniform lug loss region in axial direction of 

rebar. In those case studies, the influence of corrosion cracking is not considered. Strictly speaking, 

when the corrosion gel is infiltrated into corrosion crack, low density area is generated on the corroded 

part. However, this case study focuses on the interlock condition to deepen the understanding of bond 

deterioration, as the same as discussed in the previous chapter 

 

-Lug height loss- 

As the corrosion of the rebar progresses, the rebar lug is flattened gradually. However, because 

the surface of the bar is uneven, the bar surface never become smooth as round PC rods by corrosion. 

Degree of interlock by lugs is affected by the reduction of contact area between the lugs and the 

surrounding concrete. The beams with different lug height was analyzed using the cases of 75% 

(LugH-75%), 50% (LugH-50%), and 25% (LugH-25%). The height of the lug in the sound case was 

2.0 mm, which was the same as that of the screw rebars used in the experiment. 

 

-Non-uniform lug loss region on cross section of rebar- 

Since the deterioration factors that cause rebar corrosion ingress from the surface of RC member, 

the corrosion starts from the region close to the concrete surface [14]. Three cases were analyzed: The 
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case in which only the lugs on the bottom side of all main rebars was lost (Bottom-0%), the case in 

which the lugs on the bottom side of all main rebars were lost as well as the lugs on the lateral sides 

of the outer two main rebars (Outer-0%), and the case in which the lugs on the outer two main rebars 

were lost (Side-0%). Actually, interlock remaining part of Bottom-0% is same as ST-50 appeared in 

the previous chapters, and the difference is only whether cover concrete exists or not. 

 

-Non-uniform lug loss in axial direction- 

Since the non-uniformity of corrosion also appears in the axial direction of the rebar [15], the 

beams with alternating regions of lost lugs and sound lugs were analyzed. Three cases were set up, 

and the intervals of lug lost and sound lug region were, 1 cm (LugInt-1cm), 3.5 cm (LugInt-3.5cm), 

and 7 cm (LugInt-7cm), respectively. The residual rate of lug as a whole beam is 50% in the all cases.  

Table 2.5 List of analysis cases. 

Focus Lug height loss Non-uniform lug loss region on cross 

section 

name LugH-75% LugH-50% LugH-25% Bottom-0% Outer-0% Side-0% 

Lug loss 

region 

       

Lug loss 

ratio 

25% 50% 75% 50% 66.6% 66.6% 

Remark 75% of lug 

height 

(1.5mm) 

55% of lug 

height 

(1.0mm) 

25% of lug 

height 

(0.5mm) 

Loss in 

Bottom side 
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Loss in 

two outer 

rebars 

Focus Non-uniform lug loss region on axial direction 

Name LugInt-1cm LugInt-3.5cm LugInt-7cm 

Lug loss 

region  

 

 

 

 

 

Lug loss 
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50% 50% 50% 

Remark Intermittent lug loss 

(1 cm interval) 

Intermittent lug loss 

(3.5 cm interval) 

Intermittent lug loss 

(7 cm interval) 
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2.5.2 Investigation on the effect of lug height loss 

Figure 2.24 shows the load-deflection curves and strain distribution for the analysis cases 

focusing on the effect of lug height loss. In the case of the LugH-75% and LugH-50%, load-deflection 

curve, maximum load, main rebar strain distribution and crack distribution were nearly same as those 

of the sound case, while stiffness reduced slightly with lug height decreasing. Until lug height 

reduction reached to 50%, lug height had almost no in-fluence on the structural behavior of the member. 

 

Figure 2.24 Analysis results (Effect of lug height loss) 

 

 

                            Figure 2.25 Pull-out test results 
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In the LugH-25%, stiffness after flexural cracking was low, crack concentrated in center of the span, 

and the beam failed by crushing in compression side, not by shear crack opening. This was considered 

to be due to bond loss caused by the small lug height of 0.5 mm. Bearing area between lug and concrete 

in the axial direction was extremely low in this state, thus local failure of concrete around rebar resulted 

bond loss while slipping behavior of main rebar in the case with round bar was not observed. 

For more detailed study on the effect of lug height on the bond, the author conducted rebar pull-

out tests which used screw rebars with different lug height. This followed the pull-out test sequence 

described in Chapter 4 and the all lugs of embedded rebar were grinded manually before concrete 

casting. Same 3 cases reduced lug height as the analysis cases were set, 75%, 50% and 25% of original 

height. Figure 2.25 shows the test results of the cases with sound rebar, grinded rebar, and PC rod. It 

is noted that Figure 2.25 shows the one of the test results in 2 specimens for each case and they had 

small scatter as shown in Figure 2.19. Pull-out behavior showed same trend as member analysis, the 

cases with lug height reduced to 75% and 50% showed almost same pull-out stiffness compared with 

the sound case but rebar having 25% lug height had low pull-out stiffness. Bond strengths became 

smaller with correlation with lug height reduction because the contact area between lug and concrete 

became smaller. However, in the beam analysis, these difference in bond strength did not affect the 

structural behavior because the external force to cause local bond fracture on rebars was larger than 

that to cause the whole beam failure. 

 Based on these results, stress transfer in a member can be maintained up to a certain lug height 

loss while bearing pressure is increasing as the contact area between concrete and rebar is reduced by 

lug height reduction. When lug loss ratio exceeds a certain level, the concrete at the interlocking 

surface breaks down locally. If lug height is uniformly de-creased, local bond fracture propagates one 

after another, and unity between rebar and concrete is lost entirely. 

2.5.3 Investigation on the effect of non-uniform lug loss region on cross section of rebar 

Figure 2.26 shows the load-deflection curves and strain distribution obtained by FE analysis. In 

the following figures showing load-deflection curves, the result of sound case (ST-100) is included for 

comparison. In the case of Side-0%, where two of the three main rebars were perfect round shape, 

stiffness decreased after the onset of flexural cracks, the cracks were localized, and strain was 

concentrated at the beam ends, indicating bond loss. On the other hand, in the two cases of Bottom-

0% and Outer-0%, the load-deflection curves and strain distributions were almost identical to those of 

the sound case, so the bond of the entire beam can be almost same condition as sound one. In the 

Bottom-0% case, lug loss region was the same as ST-50, and the difference between the two cases was 

whether cover concrete was present or not. However, the two cases clearly differed in behavior. In the 

ST-50 case of analysis, the main rebar detachment from the upper concrete causes interlock loss, while 

in Bottom-0%, the concrete under the rebar pushed up the rebar to concrete, so that contact between 
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the lugs and the concrete was maintained, resulting in sound bond. 

Although sound interlock area was 1/2 for Bottom-0% and 1/3 for Outer-0%, behaviors of these 

beams were almost same as the sound interlock case. As long as some inter-locking region remains on 

every main rebar, tensile stress can be transferred to the rebars, and they can work as tensile member 

as it is expected in design. 

2.5.4 Investigation on the effect of non-uniform lug loss in the axial direction of rebar 

Figure 2.27 shows the load-deflection curves and strain distribution. Regardless of the spacing 

of the lug loss zones, the maximum load, crack distribution, and failure mode were almost same as 

those of the sound case. It can be seen that even if there are zones of serious interlock loss in the axial 

direction of the rebar, bond is maintained for the entire member as long as there are zones where the 

interlock can work. 

Figure 2.28 shows the distribution of flexural cracks before shear crack formation in LugInt-

3.5cm and LugInt-7cm. The orange parts indicate the sound lug zones, and almost of all flexural cracks 

occur from sound lug zones or at the boundary between a sound lug zone and a lug loss zone. These 

positions are considered that there was strong bond be-tween the main rebar and concrete. This has 

correlation with the result that flexural crack occurs on the stirrups in the experiment. 

 In actual rebar corrosion, section loss does not occur uniformly in the axial direction. There will 

be a mixture of zones where the lug to concrete interlock remains sound and zones where it is lost. At 

this time, unless a part of the rebar due to extreme section loss caused by serious pitting corrosion 

exists, flexural cracks should be able to disperse in the sound parts and the bond of an entire member 

can be maintained. 

 

Figure 2.26 Analysis results (non-uniform lug loss region) 
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2.5.5 Summary of the analytical case study 

Analytical case studies about lug height loss, lug loss region on cross section and non-uniform 

lug loss in axial direction were conducted. Even when the height of the lugs was reduced, sound bond 

as an entire member was maintained in a certain range of height, which is larger than 0.5mm in this 

case. On the other hand, as long as stress transfer by interlocks can work in a partial region in cross 

section or axial direction, rebar slip can be prevented and bond as a whole member can be maintained.  

Let us focus on the interlock in a lug based on the Japanese Industrial Standard for deformed steel 

bars (JIS G 3112 Steel bars for concrete reinforcement). From our analytical results, when concentric 

section loss ratio reached around 20% to 25%, 75% of contact area between a lug and concrete was 

lost, which leads bond deterioration. And, when the section loss ratio reached around 25% to 30%, the 

interlock against pull-out force is completely lost. 

On the other hand, when the section loss has non-uniformity, interlock in a partial region of rebars 

can transfer stress between rebar and concrete. Thus, a member can have bond as a whole member 

 
Figure 2.27 Analysis results (effect of non-uniform lug loss in axial direction of rebar) 

 

 

Figure 2.28 Flexural crack distribution before shear cracking  
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even when higher averaged section loss occurred. At least, slip and pull-out of an entire rebar can be 

prevented. 

2.6 Discussions from experimental and analytical investigations 

In investigations so far, the author tried to separate out the multiple factors of bond deterioration, 

and focused the interlock, which is dominant factor in bond components. To evaluate the effect of the 

change in interlock condition on the load bearing mechanism and bond performance of RC beams with 

different interlock condition, experimental and analytical investigation were conducted. Further, finite 

element analysis as case studies that simulating the interlock condition that is expected to occur due 

to rebar corrosion was performed. From these investigations, outcomes are summarized as following: 

 

1. Bond between round bar and concrete is significantly low compared with deformed bar with 

interlock. It is confirmed that whether interlock can work or not is dominant factor for sound bond 

rather than chemical adhesion or friction effects. Section loss of rebar causes reduction of contact area 

between a lug and concrete, but interlock can be maintained until some lug height lost. 

2. When unity between rebar and concrete as an entire member is focused, as long as a part of 

surface has interlock, slip and pull-out of rebar do not occur even if some region in rebar loses interlock 

completely. Thus, bond performance is insensitive even though the section loss ratio increases by 

corrosion. As long as the section loss ratio is lower than ap-proximately 20%, stress can be transferred 

by interlock, and the bond of an entire member can be maintained in an almost sound state. 

3. Stirrups can strongly suppress the relative displacement of main rebar against concrete in axial 

direction and the detachment. As a result, it affects crack location, and keeps interlock between 

concrete and main rebar, as long as a certain degree of roughness on rebar surface remains even after 

corrosion crack is formed along rebar or cover concrete is lost. 

 

This investigation focused on interlock effects, which is dominant component of unity be-tween 

rebar and concrete. Interlock deteriorated with section loss. However, when considering bond 

deterioration by actual rebar corrosion, corrosion crack also affects bond deterioration. Some points 

still need more consideration for understanding the correspondence between the actual corrosion 

condition and bond deterioration. 

It might be possible to evaluate bond condition by residual interlocking and to assume almost 

sound bond until the corrosion ratio reached the point where the interlock between lugs and concrete 

was significantly lost. More consideration was required for accurate definition of criteria corrosion 

ratio that serious bond loss occurred. However, the relationship between corrosion process and 

interlock condition change focusing on local interlock on a lug can be represented as shown in Figure 

2.29 as conceptual diagram. At first, after the onset of rebar corrosion, sound bond is maintained until 
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cracks occur in the surrounding concrete while chemical adhesion is lost due to corrosion product 

(Stage 2). When corrosion cracks occur, it reduces the bearing strength of the concrete contacted with 

lugs. However, as long as the interlock persists, relative displacement between rebar and concrete can 

be suppressed (Stage 3). If the interlock was lost owing to serious section loss, the stress transfer will 

be completely lost (Stage 4). As far as the influence of section loss alone on the bond is concerned, 

Stage 4 was achieved in 25% of section loss. However, when the rebar was actually corroded, the same 

state of Stage 4 can occur at a lower corrosion ratio due to local fracture of concrete around rebar 

caused by small bearing area between lug and concrete. In addition, corrosion cracks, which causes 

the geometry changes of the concrete surface around rebar influenced the reduction of bearing strength. 

When considering bond not in meso scale but in macro scale as a RC member, due to non-uniform 

corrosion in axial direction, various local interlock condition can be mixed. Figure 2.30 shows the 

interlocking condition of the entire corroded rebar. Even if some regions reached Stage 4, as long as 

other parts were in lighter corrosion degree, interlocks in these regions can maintain bond of an entire 

member. When rebar corrosion condition is severe and almost every region reaches Stage 4, resistance 

against pull-out stress by interlock was lost and bond as an entire member seriously deteriorates. 

2.7 Equivalent modeling of bond deterioration 

2.7.1 Modeling concept and proposal 

Based on the experimental and analytical investigations so far, sound bond condition can be 

assumed until corrosion ratio as long as parts of region in a member can work. In other word, stress 

 

Fig. 2.29 Interlock loss progress on a lug with corrosion 

 

Fig. 2.30 Interlock loss progress as an entire member with corrosion 
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transfer model between rebar and concrete by joint element was not required, but perfect bond can be 

applied in rough mesh model. Then, rapid bond loss should be modeled in higher corrosion ratio than 

bond deterioration criteria. Figure 2.31 shows the concept of proposed bond deterioration model based 

on investigations in Chapter 2. Bond degree can be represented by tension stiffening, and when the 

stiffening parameter set at 0.4, a RC element behaves as reinforced concrete with sound bond in the 

COM3. The behavior of bond deteriorated reinforced concrete becomes close to that of plain concrete, 

thus the value of stiffening parameter should be increased. This study showed that interlock lost 

completely at 25% of concentric section loss ratio when focusing local section loss of a lug, and 20% 

of section loss also affects structural behavior. While 25% was the criteria that complete interlock loss 

occurred, the behavior of bond performance reduction with section loss at 20% should be considered. 

Thus, this study set the limit that sound bond can be assumed at 20% of corrosion ratio. When 

considering nonuniform rebar corrosion in the axial direction, variation of section loss ratio was 

strongly affected by averaged corrosion ratio. According to the previous researches focusing on the 

distribution of corrosion ratio in axial direction of rebar [15, 16], all regions of corroded rebar exceeded 

20% of section loss ratio in the situation with more than 25% of averaged corrosion ratio, and 

estimation method of nonuniformity by probability distribution determined by averaged corrosion 

ratio in a region of rebar as a parameter was suggested. However, consideration of mesh size was 

required for implementation of nonuniformity probability concept because equivalent averaged 

corrosion ratio should be defined in a element. While some points have room for more consideration, 

20% of section loss was set as the corrosion degree causing sharp bond loss considering the influence 

of corrosion crack causing reduction of bearing pressure. According to considerations so far, proposed 

model for bond deterioration in RC zone subjected to rebar corrosion was shown in Equation 2.3 and 

Equation 2.4.  

c 0.4   R 20%   (2.3)

 

Figure 2.31 Concept of bond deterioration 
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𝑓 𝜀 /𝜀
𝐺
𝑙

  R 20%    (2.4)

Where, R   is averaged corrosion ratio, 𝜀   cracking strain, 𝜀   averaged tensile strain, and c is 

stiffening parameter, 𝐺  is fracture energy of concrete and 𝑙  is reference length of finite element.  

The same value of stiffening parameter was applied as sound RC zone until section loss ratio reached 

20%, then the same stiffening parameter as plain concrete was set in more than 20% of section loss 

ratio without gradual change. As future studies, improvement of the accuracy of performance 

assessment of reinforced concrete structures with rebar corrosion, investigations focusing on cracks 

around rebar due to were required, and these have contributions for more accurate deterioration 

behavior of bond in closing to or more 20% of corrosion ratio, which is criteria that bond by interlock 

as am entire member can be maintained at sound state in this study. 

2.7.2 The influence of bond deterioration model on structural behavior 

In order to investigate structural behavior with proposed bond deterioration model in rough mesh 

size, the author conducted FE analysis with rough mesh model as shown in Figure 2.32. This model 

reproduced the beam produced in this chapter with approximately 50mm of mesh size, which was the 

length from center of main rebar to bottom surface of concrete. The both main rebars and stirrups were 

modeled by distributed rebar ration in RC zone. Two cases were analyzed; sound case simulating the 

ST-100 case and bond deteriorated case following the Equation 2.4 for the RC zone in which main 

rebars were distributed. In the bond deteriorated case, only reduced bond was considered by stiffening 

parameter and section loss and corrosion crack were ignored. Analytical results are shown in Figure 

2.33, and the LugH-25% case, which showed bond deteriorated behavior in the case study was also 

Figure 2.32 Analytical model (rough mesh model) 
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put for comparison. Stiffness reduction due to low bond was reproduced well. Maximum load bond 

deteriorated case and sound case was same in the both models with rough and fine mesh while there 

was slight difference in the absolute values. 

2.8 Summary of Chapter 2 

 Chapter 2 described the investigations on bond performance change caused by interlock loss and 

development of bond deterioration model. According to the experiment and analytical investigation 

focusing on the various interlocking condition, it was showed that bond between rebar and concrete 

as an entire member can be maintained as long as parts of interlock can work even when section loss 

occurred due to rebar corrosion. Bond deterioration model was proposed based on the investigations 

with stiffening parameter of reinforced concrete model, and sound degree was kept until 20% of 

averaged corrosion ratio. Then same stiffening parameter as plain concrete defined by mesh size and 

fracture energy was applied because rapid bond deterioration due to interlock loss in almost of region 

of a member. In the current condition, corrosion distribution correlation with expecting mesh size was 

required as input information for evaluation on existing structure subjected to rebar corrosion. As 

future studies, investigations on the influence of corrosion crack reducing bearing strength of concrete 

on bond deterioration or bond deterioration behavior with high corrosion ration causing pit corrosion 

or large nonuniformity of corrosion can improve accuracy of bond deterioration model and support 

the equivalent bod deterioration model as averaged corrosion ratio as a member requesting rough 

 

Figure 2.33 Analysis results (rough mesh analysis) 
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investigation on corrosion condition of rebars of existing structures with rebar corrosion. 
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Investigation on the influence of various 

scale cracks on structural performance and 

development of shear transfer model 

subjected to corrosion crack  

 

 

 

-Analytical investigation on distributed cracks 

-Analytical investigation on the difference of behavior 

change of shear transfer by mesh size 

-Experimental and analytical investigation on the shear 

stiffness until corrosion crack penetration 

-Analytical investigation and development of modified 

shear transfer model considering nonuniformity 
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3.1 Abstract of chapter 3 

This chapter aimed the development of equivalent model for corrosion crack focusing on shear 

transfer reduction. Shear transfer at crack surface had been developed based on investigations on 

cracks by external force with high accuracy, but application for corrosion crack considering the 

specificity such as anisotropy, crack elongation behavior from inside of concrete, and progress of crack 

width had the room for more development. In addition, assumption of shear transfer model in large 

mesh for corrosion crack had possible to deviate from actual condition, thus difference by mesh size 

had to be considered and implemented to structural analysis model. When considering the FE 

analytical evaluation for real scale structure subjected to rebar corrosion, direct FE model with large 

mesh size had great contribution for the purpose to reproduce overall structural behavior with low 

computation load. Thus, the equivalent corrosion model as averaged behavior was required for more 

effective and efficient structural performance evaluation. Another advantage of modeling as averaged 

behavior was the reduction of scattering. When analytical models tend to reproduce phenomena in 

detail with fine mesh, it was required to model various local nonuniformity explicitly such as 

interfacial zone between different materials as showed in chapter 2, while analytical results were also 

output as averaged value. 

The author discussed on a reproduction method for cracks induced by various factor with 

separating out. Cracked concrete model has developed for external force and applicability for other 

cracks such as shrinkage crack or corrosion crack should be verified dividedly as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Fine distributed cracks were seemed to have high affinity with smeared crack model, and these cracks 

were caused by shrinkage, such as moisture move in skeleton pore of concrete or hydration. However, 

the influence of cracks on structural performance and applicability for reproduction of fine cracks in 

Figure 3.1 Focuses in Chapter 3 
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full-scale model should be confirmed before the development of model for corrosion crack with 

deviation in modeling concept. The author applied the multi-scale thermo-hygral analysis summarized 

in Figure 3.2 [1, 2] for integrating shrinkage crack effects and structural effects in member scale and 

full-scale structure. In this analysis, influences of drying shrinkage crack on structural stiffness was 

focused on, and distributed shrinkage reduced structural stiffness of RC structures. These results 

suggested that the reduction of RC structure stiffness, which had been reported for past 30 years, was 

thought to mainly attribute to the drying effect. Dried region gradually progressed from concrete 

surface, thus degrees of the drying effect on structural performance highly depended on dimension of 

structures. When considering FE analytical investigation on drying effects, mesh size was one of the 

important factors for accurate evaluation because analytical calculation was averaged in a finite 

element. 

When focusing on for corrosion crack, characteristic of corrosion crack such as concentrated 

crack with specific direction along rebar might be deviated from the concept of smeared crack model, 

and it should be considered for modeling. Corrosion crack in structural FE model was induced as 

initial crack with rebar direction, thus unevenness or uncertainty of crack progress was averaged in 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic platform of multi-scale thermo-hygral analysis (Yoneda et al.[8, 9]). 
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a element while cracks elongation due to external force was based on analyzed strain as the output 

results. Averaged behavior of corrosion crack in a element had dependence of mesh size on accuracy 

of analysis and applicability of conventional model for corrosion cracks should be investigated for 

analysis with large mesh size. In order to make clear the problems, The author conducted analysis 

the focusing on the corrosion crack elongation and shear transfer by conventional corrosion model 

with different size of mesh on concrete plate. Corrosion crack was applied by expansion strain in RC 

element with rebar corrosion, and expansion strain was calculated rebar ratio, rebar diameter and 

mass loss ratio in the conventional model. The shear stiffness reduction behavior in the conventional 

model was deviated from actual condition in the case with large mesh size, and the author divide 

development of modified model into two state, with non-penetrated and penetrated of crack. In the 

state with non-penetrated crack, conventional model cannot be applied basically because the model 

considers cracked or uncracked state, not partially propagated crack in one element. Shear experiment 

for concrete block with partial pre-crack in shear surface was conducted. The author proposed new 

shear transfer model based on the area ratio of cracked and un-cracked region in shear surface of 

concrete, and function k determining area ratio from corrosion ratio of rebar and the ratio of rebar 

diameter to mesh size. 

For the development of shear transfer model after crack penetration, it was required to catch the 

difference of crack inducing and structural behavior induced by forced expansion strain by mesh size. 

The author conducted reproduction FE analysis for beam loading test failed in shear with and without 

corrosion crack by different mesh size. Corrosion crack was induced by accelerated corrosion test. 

Beam model with large mesh size overestimated stiffness reduction by corrosion crack. It is led from 

two factors, averaged corrosion crack strain with unevenness in large mesh and neglection of discharge 

of corrosion gel from penetrated crack. The author proposed equivalent model for unevenness of 

corrosion crack in large mesh and induction of expansion limit by discharge of corrosion gel. 

Reproduction analysis for beam test used proposed model in large mesh can describe experimental 

results well.  

3.2 The influence of distributed cracks on RC structures 

3.2.1 Drying shrinkage effects on structural performance in full scale structure 

The monitoring for RC structures such as middle or high story buildings or nuclear power plant 

has been conducted and its natural frequency has been reported to gradually decrease for past 30 years 

[3-6]. The decrease of natural frequency means the reduction of structural stiffness under the small 

vibrations. Maruyama reported an advanced investigation from a multi-scale views of material as 

moisture loss by evaporation and stiffness change, and drying shrinkage induced cracking [7]. Figure 

3.3 shows the natural frequency ratio of various RC structures including middle story RC buildings 

and buildings in ONAGAWA nuclear power plant [3-7]. There are different rates of reduced natural  
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frequency by scale of structure. The power plants whose walls have large thickness of 1~2m 

produces slower reduction of natural frequency than the middle story buildings with much smaller 

dimensions of columns and slabs.  

The author applied the thermo-hygral analysis [1, 8, 9] over several decades by full-scale mockup 

model of multi-story buildings and nuclear power plants in service. This analytical system can consider 

moisture transport and related shrinkage, self-equilibrated stresses, crack nonlinearity, deformation by 

sustained stresses as long-term actions and mode of deformation with integration of each effects.  

Applicability of this system were confirmed in past researches [10-14]. In the analyses, cracking due 

to mechanical restriction in elements close to neighboring members with different shapes and 

dimensions numerically represents the kinetics of junction. As this crack was the indirect and weak   

expression of localized junction planes with small sized finite elements, the multiplication of shear 

strain and the element size was mechanically equivalent to the shear slip of the junction plane. Then, 

the shear transfer model of RC elements results in the model of junction planes.  

 

Figure 3.3 Reduced natural frequency of RC structures with different dimensions (Maruyama 

[7]) 
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Analytical models for nuclear power plant and multi-story RC building are shown in Figure 3.4. 

6-story building base on previous full-scale experiment, and the dimension and shape of nuclear power 

plant model are plainly decided in reference to power plants [7]. In the nuclear power plant model, 

reinforcement of all member is arranged to be smeared out. RC walls are designed to function against 

in-plane shear with distributed cracking, and its reinforcement ratio is set as 1.2%. For the base slab, 

orthogonal reinforcement of 1.0% is assumed as well. For the both model, one-time casting of fresh 

concrete is numerically assumed to make a simultaneous start of cement hydration and micro-pore 

formation at all finite elements under zero gravity. During this period of initial hydration, perfect 

sealed conditions were set up. After 7 days curing, the whole structure was exposed to 60% relative 

humidity (RH) and the vertical gravity of 980 gal. The mix proportion of concrete simulated is listed 

in Table 1. At each elapsed time, the horizontal gravity of 10 Gal, constant equivalent static force 

proportional to the mass of concrete, was fictitiously applied and the horizontal drift was computed. 

Thus, the averaged shear stiffness was calculated.  

The long-term natural frequency reduction with aging was numerically reproduced as shown in 

Figure 3.5 [3-6]. Crack concentration near joint area among structural members in multi-story 

buildings due to restriction of drying shrinkage and cracks close to the surfaces of RC thick walls of 

nuclear power plants due to drying progress from concrete surface were observed. The reduction of 

 

Figure 3.4 Mock-up model of nuclear power plant and multi-story building 
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RC building stiffness was thought to mainly attribute to the drying effect. Figure 3.6 shows that the 

comparison with environmental condition in the building model. If the perfect sealing would be 

continued for the whole lifetime, the stiffness of concrete gradually increases by progressive hydration 

of cement, the overall stiffness of structure comes up to the maximum at about 200 days. In construct, 

the overall structural stiffness is gradually declining if drying and moisture loss are numerically 

allowed. Within the limited information, the author may conclude at least that the moisture loss and 

associated structural cracking may play some substantial role on the decay of natural frequency of 

structural concrete owing to both cracking and hydration degree. 

 

Figure 3.5 Mock-up model of nuclear power plant and multi-story building 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Difference by environmental condition on multi-story building model 
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3.2.2 Drying shrinkage effects on structural performance in member scale structures 

For discussing the scale effect, the small model with 1/20 dimension is also produced with the 

same material and the reinforcement ratio and comparison of stiffness reduction ratio with size was 

showed in Figure 3.7. In the full-scale nuclear power plant model, as the thickness of walls is more 

than 1.0m, the rate of moisture loss normalized by volume is much less at the beginning of drying. 

Even after the exposure to the natural environments, water loss from concrete accompanying the 

retardation of cement hydration is concentrated only nearby the surfaces. Then, the strength continued 

to increase for large volume of core concrete, and the overall structural stiffness is increasing up to 

almost 200 days. After this period, the gradual decline of the global stiffness can be seen in Figure 

3.7, similar tendency to the case of RC building. Drying of concrete and stiffness reduction greatly 

affected by member thickness, thus the author focused on the member scale for more precise 

understanding. In this research, RC shear wall was focused as RC member. RC shear wall should be 

subject to drying effects because member thickness is smaller and its surface area exposed to air is 

larger than other members such as column or beam. Sasano et al. conducted the shear cyclic loading 

test on the RC shear walls in the previous research [15]. In this study, this shear wall is numerically 

reproduced and used to discuss the drying effect on concrete member especially in the effects of size. 

Figure 3.8 shows the outline of experiment in previous research and mix proportion of concrete 

is given in Table 3.1 [15]. The RC wall was designed as 1/3 scale of wall in real buildings. The 

thickness of the wall was 80 mm and mesh reinforcement at 0.35% of the reinforcement ratio was 

produced. There were 2 cases of environmental condition named “Sealed” and “Dried”. Both 

specimens were in moisture curing until the age of 87 days (Sealed specimen) and 104 days (Dried 

Figure 3.7 Mock-up model of nuclear power plant and multi-story building 
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specimen) after 7 days of sealed curing. Shear cyclic loading test on “Sealed” was conducted after 

moisture curing. The other specimen was exposed to ambient air in experimental room for 1 year until 

the age of 462 days, and then loaded. The shear span was fixed at 0.32, and axial force of 360 kN was 

applied during loading. The value of axial force is designed as 15% for the designed compressive 

strength of 30MPa. Experimental result is showed in Figure 3.9. Drying shrinkage cracks in whole 

region in shear wall were observed only in dried specimen, and cracks were concentrated in the edge 

area of the wall and columns. Looking at the envelopes from the relationship between applied load 

and relative displacement between the bottom and top of wall, the initial stiffness of dried specimen 

shows 54% of lower value than that of sealed specimen. The initial stiffness was obtained from linear 

least-squares method at first cycle response, and the stiffness of each cycle was defined as the average 

of the 2 slopes from the origin to the peaks. In contrast, the ultimate strength was almost same, and 

the difference in the stiffness became smaller with higher stress loading cycle. 

The author applied the thermo-hygral analysis for reproduction. Analytical model and strain 

distribution caused by exposure in ambient environment is shown in Figure 3.10. Same mix proportion, 

environmental condition and loading cycle as that of experiment were applied. In order to track drying 

progress from concrete surface accurately, approximately 10 mm of element size was applied in the 

wall part, thus 8 elements were placed for wall thickness. Distributed drying shrinkage and 

concentration of crack in the restriction region among members could be reproduced well. Figure 3.11 

Figure 3.8 Outline of loading test on the shear wall (Sasano et al. [15]) 
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shows the comparison of analytical result with experimental one in the envelope of load-displacement 

curve. Initial stiffness reduction due to drying can be reproduced by thermo-hygral analysis and the 

analysis also can track stiffness reduction behavior in each loading cycle as shown in Table 3.2. In 

order to investigate the scale effect, the author produced scaled up models in two degree, 3 times larger 

and 5 times larger with same shape. Each scale aims the investigation on real scale structure and huge 

Table 3.1 Mix proportion of concrete (Sasano et al. [15]) 

W.C (%) s/a (%) 
Unit weight (kg/m3) 

Water Cement Gravel Sand 

5.3 50 182 324 854 864 

Note) Specific gravity: normal Portland cement=3.15, gravel=2.55, sand=2.58 

 

 
Figure 3.9 Experimental results (Sasano et al. [15]) 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Analytical model and strain distribution by thermo-hygral analysis 
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structure such as nuclear power plant, respectively. Mesh placing for each size model were same, in 

other word, mesh size were also 3 times and 5 times larger in real scale and huge scale, respectively 

in order to evaluate under equal condition of drying progress. For investigation on long-term behavior, 

shear cyclic loading were applied in each model at the age of 94days (moisture cured), 462 days, 10 

years (3650days), 30 years (10950 days), 50 years (18250 days). Exposure to stable environmental 

condition, 50% of relative humidity and 20 °C of air temperature, was set after same environmental 

condition as reproduction analysis of experiment until the age of 462days. Table 3.3 shows initial 

stiffness ratio and maximum load ratio at each age based on the age of 94 days in each case. Initial 

stiffness reduced gradually with aging in all scale models, while maximum load was not so different 

by material age. Figure 3.12 shows the initial stiffness change of each case with aging. In the same 

scale model as experiment, initial stiffness reduction converged in 10 years at 30% of reduction degree. 

Convergence time became longer with higher scale, 30 years for real scale and 50 years huge scale, 

respectively, even though dried region might be overestimated dur to larger mesh size. Stiffness 

reduction ratio after convergence was almost same in all scale models, approximately 30%. Under the 

condition with equilibrium of vapor pressure between inside of concrete and ambient air, member 

stiffness had been declined at same degree because drying shrinkage cracks were distributed on overall 

region of the member. 

3.2.3 Outcomes from analytical investigations on distributed fine cracks 

The mockup model of RC power plant buildings and the multi-story building was affected by the 

moisture loss and drying shrinkage, and structural stiffness declined. The rate of stiffness reduction is 

slower in huge structure with thick member. It is shown that the drying shrinkage of concrete was one 

of the key factors to predict the structural stiffness of the whole buildings with different dimensions, 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Result of reproduction analysis 

Table 3.2 Stiffness in each drift cycle 

Sealed ANS EXP A/E 

Initial stiffness 1109 1226 0.90 

Stiffness (1/800) 527 459 1.15 

Stiffness (1/400) 321 289 1.11 

Stiffness (1/200) 192 196 0.98 

Dried ANS EXP A/E 

Initial stiffness 629 663 0.99 

Stiffness (1/800) 349 333 1.04 

Stiffness (1/400) 247 236 1.04 

Stiffness (1/200) 133 165 0.80 
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and the scale of structural members is confirmed to be a critical factor for drying. When drying effects 

for member was focused, shear stiffness in RC member was degraded by drying shrinkage cracks 

distributed in an entire member. Stiffness reduction caused by distributed fine cracks can be 

reproduced well in smeared crack model. From the viewpoint of mesh size, distributed crack could be 

evaluated in various scale model equivalently, but drying progress from concrete surface had mesh 

size dependence because drying condition was averaged in a element.  

3.3 The influence of concentrated crack due to corrosion expansion 

3.3.1 Organization of issues on modeling of corrosion crack 

Corrosion crack is meso-scale crack along rebar, not assembly of distributed fine cracks. Smeared 

crack model treats a element as cracked concrete with many fine cracks. when the element has higher 

tensile strain than tensile strength along strain direction. Thus, cracked or uncracked condition or 

unevenness of crack surface is averaged in a element. When large mesh size is applied for real scale 

Table 3.3 Initial stiffness ratio and ultimate load ratio based on that at the age of 94 days 

Age (day) Experimental scale Real scale Huge scale 

Ultimate 

load 

Initial 

stiffness 

Ultimate 

load 

Initial 

stiffness 

Ultimate 

load 

Initial 

stiffness 

94 (Wet curing) 100 100 100 100 100 100 

462 (1 year) 94.9 57.0 99.6 86.6 102 85.9 

3650 (10 years) 96.4 49.2 93.5 48.8 103 73.9 

10950 (30 years) 93.5 46.0 92.0 40.5 99.0 50.8 

18250 (40 years) 92.0 45.3 90.3 39.8 98.1 43.4 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Initial stiffness change with aging with different dimension 
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structure, the behavior with averaged crack should have deviation from actual condition. Here, the 

author divided the discussion into three stages by corrosion process as shown in Figure 3.13. Stage 1 

focused the condition until corrosion crack penetrates through concrete block. In large mesh, cracked 

and uncracked region were existed at the same time. In stage 2, the condition that corrosion crack has 

penetrated was considered. Completely cracked concrete can be assumed in this stage and in the 

conventional model, corrosion crack is induced straightly based on rebar direction. Actual corrosion 

crack should have unevenness and these effects may produce the deviation of model from actual 

condition especially in large mesh size. In stage 3, corrosion product can discharge from penetrated 

crack in concrete surface, thus expansion behavior due to corrosion process should be changed. Basic 

numerical models for cracked concrete was described in chapter 1, and corrosion crack modeling 

should have greatly influence in shear transfer model because corrosion crack occurs along rebar. 

Section 3.4 focuses on the stage 1, and Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 discussed on stage 2 and stage 3, 

respectively. 

3.3.2 Conventional model for shear transfer on crack surface of concrete 

This section describes constitutive law of shear transfer between crack surface. Figure 3.14 

shows the basic shear model of cracked concrete. In this study, initial shear stiffness was focused and 

shear stiffness model is based on the contact density model [16, 17]. Contact density model considers 

surface angle in crack for each contact density unit (1mm in COM3), integral along crack surface. 

Shear stiffness of cracked concrete 𝐺 is described in Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 below [15]. 

This shear model describes only from shear transfer ratio of shear displacement to opening 

displacement without crack width. Thus, shear stiffness is varied along the route shown in Figure 3.14 

under various stress field such as crack opening by corrosion, crack closing by dead load, or shear gap 

 
Figure 3.13 Discussion division for corrosion crack modeling 
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by seismic load.  

1
𝐺

1
𝐺

1
𝐺

 (3.1)

𝐺
𝐸

2 1 𝜈
,  𝐺  𝑓

𝛽
1 𝛽

,𝛽 𝛿/𝜔  (3.2)

Where, 𝐺 ,𝐺 : shear stiffness of sound concrete and cracked surface, 𝑓 : shear strength of concrete, 

𝛿: shear displacement, and 𝜔: opening displacement.  

When cracks closed, cracked concrete should have high shear stiffness and that phenomena can be 

considered by taking uncracked shear stiffness into account. Because the value of 𝐺  was greatly 

higher than 𝐺  , the value of 𝐺   becomes dominant in the high tensile strain normal to crack 

surface condition.  

3.3.3 Conventional model for corrosion expansion induction 

Corrosion expansion model was developed by Toongoenthong et al. [17, 18], and it can reproduce 

the expansion of corrosion products into the surrounding concrete. Concrete crack was formed with 

induced expansion strain, and section loss of rebar also can be considered with mass loss ratio of rebar 

due to corrosion. The amount of mass loss has linear relationship with induced tensile stress for 

 

Figure 3.14 Basic model of shear in cracked concrete 
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surrounding concrete. Scheme of corrosion model is shown in Figure 3.15. When rebar corrosion 

occurs, the corrosion product expands feely in the situation without any restraint from surrounding 

concrete. Volume loss of the corroded rebar from mother steel 𝑉  can be represented by Equation 

3.3.   

𝑉 𝜋𝛾𝛼𝐷 /4 (3.3)

Where, 𝛾 denoted volume fraction loss of steel per unit length ranging from 0 to1 as non-dimensional 

factor. The value of 0 for 𝛾 shows sound state and 1 means complete section loss of rebar. 𝛼 is the 

coefficient of expansion of corrosion product ranging from 0.02 to 14. Under the assumption of 

consequently formation of the corrosion product around the mother rebar, the diameter of the corroded 

reinforcement 𝐷  , which consists of mother steel and its corrosive product, can be 

described as Equation 3.4, and Equation 3.5 shows the reinforcement free-expansion strain, 𝜀 , . 

𝐷 D 1 𝛾 𝛼 1  (3.4)

𝜀 , 1 𝛾 𝛼 1 1 (3.5)

Expansion strain causing tensile stress can be induced in a finite element as initial state correlating 

with rebar diameter, rebar ration and corrosion mass loss ratio. Thus, cracked concrete model is called 

when induced tensile stress exceeds tensile strength. This Maekawa-Toongoenthong corrosion model 

had been developed and approved in previous researches [17-21]. 

Figure 3.15 Concept of corrosion expansion model 
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3.3.4 Variation of shear stiffness reduction behavior with dependence on mesh size  

In order to catch the problems caused by different mesh size, shear loading analysis was 

conducted for plate model composed from concrete and a rebar with different mesh size as shown in 

Figure 3.16. Cross section of plate model was square of 100mm on a side and width was 10mm by 1 

mesh. In large mesh, 4 elements of hexahedron with the size of 50mm composed the model, while 

5mm of mesh size was applied for the fine mesh case. Considering the condition that a rebar of D22 

was placed in the center of the square cross section, rebar ratio of 3.87% was smeared in the all of 

cross section for the large mesh case. 99% of rebar ratio was applied in center area of square with 

20mm on a side in the fine mesh case. 10cases for each mesh was set as the parameter of mass loss 

due to corrosion, 0, 0.001, 0.006, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 g/cm2, respectively. Mass 

loss can be conversed to corrosion volume ratio by Equation 3.6 and basically corrosion ratio was set 

as parameter showing corrosion degree for following discussion.  

𝑅
4𝑀
𝜌 𝐷

  (3.6)

Where, 𝑅 : corrosion ratio in volume, 𝑀 : Mass loss ratio per surface area (g/cm ), 𝜌 : density of 

rebar (g/cm ), 𝐷: Diameter of rebar (cm). 

After inducing expansion strain in each case, shear strain in one direction was applied and initial 

stiffness was calculated from the slope of averaged shear stress to averaged shear strain under the 

0.0002 micro of averaged shear strain. 

Figure 3.17 shows the shear stiffness ratio to sound shear stiffness in each mesh, and Y-axis 

shows the corrosion ratio calculated from the input amount of mass loss and section area of rebar. 

 

Figure 3.16 Scheme of shear loading analysis 
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Where, critical corrosion ratio (CCR) is also put on the graph. CCR means the corrosion ratio at when 

corrosion crack reaches the concrete surface proposed by Oh et. al. [22]. CCR can be determined only 

from the cover thickness of concrete as shown in Eq. 3.7. 

𝐶𝐶𝑅 0.0018𝑐 .   (3.7)

Where, 𝐶𝐶𝑅: critical corrosion ratio (%), 𝑐: cover thickness of RC.  

Looking at the analytical results, shear stiffness in the state with slight corrosion ratio under 1.3% was 

stable at the almost same value as sound stiffness in large mesh. In the state with higher corrosion ratio, 

shear stiffness of large mesh rapidly decreased and the value kept lower than that of fine mesh. On the 

other hand, stiffness reduction of fine mesh was monotonous decrease and smooth curve. This 

difference was caused by expanded area. Distributed tensile strain in all the cross section was given in 

large mesh, thus uncracked model was applied in the slight corrosion state and shear stiffness of 4 

elements was taken from cracked model after expansion strain reached cracked tensile strain, 0.0002 

micro. In the fine mesh case, concentrated expansion strain was given in the center elements, and 

expansive strain propagated to surround concrete as actual expansion stress propagation by corrosion 

product. Expansion strain caused crack and crack elongation can be reproduced because there were 

many meshes elements in the direction of crack elongation to concrete surface. From these results, the 

author divided investigations into two parts mainly, with non-penetrated crack before reaching CCR 

and with penetrated crack. 

3.4 Development of shear transfer model before crack penetration  

Problems before crack penetration was presented in Figure 3.18 When expansion strain due to 

corroison was applied, fine mesh could track the crack elongation but large mash cannnot and shear 

 

 
Figure 3.17 Shear stiffness ratio with corrosion ratio progress 
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stiffness greatly depends on uncracked or cracked state under applied tensile strain. Shear stiffness of 

uncracked concrete was described by 𝐺  in Equation 3.2, and that of cracked concrete is given by 

Equation 3.1. Shear transfer between crack surface given by 𝐺  was gereatly lower than the value 

of 𝐺 , thus rapid reduction of shear stiffness of cracked state occurred. The author conducted shear 

test for concrete block with partial pre-crack in order to investigate shear stiffness reduction behavior 

with crack elongation. 

3.4.1 Experimental program on shear stiffness with non-penetrated crack 

Experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.19. Shear loading test for concrete block specimens 

with 400mm*H300mm*W150mm, which close value to the mesh size applied for real scale FE 

analysis in general was conducted. 5 cases with different pre-cracked area were set and 2 specimens 

for each case were tested. Noted that 4 sound specimens (0% of pre-cracked) were tested in order to 

confirm the scatter of this test program. Measurement targets were applied load by load cell, crack 

opening displacement, and shear displacement by 2-directional crack gauge. For averaging open and 

shear displacement in blocks, total 6 gauges, 3 gauges on each front and back surface were attached. 

Production method of pre-cracked block specimens is shown in Fig. 3.20 At first, convex shape 

concrete was casted, and surface roughness was performed by water jet 5 hours after first casting. 

Surface roughness by water jet aimed to reproduce corrosion crack surface. Rubber film for producing 

Figure 3.18 problem presentation diagram before crack penetration 
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thin layer was produced by rubber spray after wiped and dried to remove water in the surface of 

concrete. It took 8 hours for drying of rubber paint, then the other part of concrete was casted after 

painting of oil for removing the effects of chemical adhesion between concrete and rubber. Shear 

loading test was performed after 7 days under sealed curing. Compressive and tensile strength at shear 

loading were40.7 MPa and 2.57MPa, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Experimental setup 

 

 

Figure 3.20 Production method of pre-cracked block specimens 
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3.4.2 Experimental results and proposal of the shear stiffness model 

Figure 3.21 show the experimental results and comparison of conventional and proposal shear 

stiffness model in this chapter. Y-axis shows the shear stiffness of concrete block and experimental 

shear stiffness can be taken from slope of applied load to averaged shear displacement in elastic range 

at first stage of loading. Conventional model as shown in Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 was also 

calculated and plot from shear and open displacement in experimental value. Shear stiffness by 

conventional model in the condition that cracked and uncracked area were mixed in shear surface was 

clearly lower than experimental value. Here, the author suggested the new shear stiffness model in 

Equation 3.8. It was based on the assumption that shear stiffness could be calculated from the area 

ratio of cracked region to uncracked region, 𝑘. 

𝐺 1 𝑘 𝐺 𝑘𝐺   (3.8)

The proposal model has good agreement with experimental results while conventional model 

overestimated stiffness reduction because the influence degree of 𝐺  is greatly lower compared with 

𝐺  due to high difference of absolute value. 

3.4.3 Determination method of cracked area ratio to uncracked area in a finite element  

For practical application new shear stiffness model for corrosion crack, 𝑘 had to be defined by 

corrosion ratio. Crack elongation and cracked area might be influenced by mesh size and rebar 

diameter because concrete area in a mesh can be given from these two factors. For investigation on 

crack elongation with corrosion expansion process, analysis tracking crack elongation induced by 

forced expansion of inside steel with very fine mesh size, 1mm as shown in Figure 3.22. This analysis 

did not use the conventional corrosion model but just induced expansion strain into center steel 

element. 5 micro of expansion strain was induced per a step and monotonously increased for 600 steps, 

thus 3000 micro of expansive strain was applied finally. Total 8 cases were set, D10 and D22 of rebar 

 

Figure 3.21 Experimental results and proposal of new shear stiffness model 
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diameter, and 50mm, 100mm, 200mm of one side length, and square of 200mm of one side length 

with confinement of displacement in each edge for orthogonal direction. Edge confined cases 

reproduced infinite mesh size. Two dimensional joint element was applied between steel and concrete 

element. Joint element was necessary because perfect rigid connection was reproduced and crack 

opening was suppressed strongly when joint element was not placed. Joint element had large stiffness 

in closure direction and extremely small stiffness for open direction for normal direction, and Shear 

resistance were zero considering the situation corrosion product was produced around mother steel. 

To avoid the effect of body motion of mesh, displacement in center node of rebar was restricted. 

Crack elongation was judged by tensile strain in gauss points. When tensile strain exceeded 

0.0002, the point was judged as cracked. Where, it was required to define relationship forced 

expansion strain and corrosion ratio. Because elastic modulus of corrosion gel was greatly smaller 

than that of steel, equivalent corrosion ratio was need to be conversed by the ratio of elastic modulus 

of steel to that of corrosion gel as shown in Equation 3.9. 

𝑅 100
𝐸
𝐸

𝛾 % ,  𝛾
𝜀

 𝛼 1
  (3.9)

Where, 𝑅 : equivalent corrosion ratio, 𝐸 ,𝐸 : Elastic modulus of steel (200 GPa) and corrosion 

product, 𝛾 : section loss ratio,  𝜀  : Forced expansion in steel element, 𝛼 : Expansion ratio of 

corrosion product. 𝐸   and 𝛼  is widely different by environmental condition such as oxygen or 

water content. The value of 𝐸  has been reported 0.02GPa, 2-4GPa, or 14GPa as maximum value. 

[23, 24]. 𝛼 in actual environmental is assumed as 2-4, and this study fixed 𝛼 to 2.5 [25, 26]. 𝐸  has 

wide range and it is difficult to determine and varied with corrosion process. However, exact value 

depends on mainly environmental condition, thus structural analysis cannot consider that. In this study, 

𝐸  was treated as fixed value and it is determined by expansion strain at crack reaching to concrete 

surface and CCR. Figure 3.23 shows 𝐸  determine. At first, CCR point in this analysis was defined 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22 Analytical tracking of crack elongation due to steel expansion 
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as reach of fastest crack to concrete surface. 𝐸  was determined by fitting of CCR in analytical result 

with calculated CCR by cover thickness. 𝐸  can also change depending on confine by concrete, thus 

difference of mesh size has effects of 𝐸 , strictly speaking. In this study 𝐸  was defined base on 

the cases with 100mm of on side length, which have almost same cover thickness as actual structures. 

As a result, 4GPa is defined as 𝐸 ,and this value has agreement with previous researches focusing 

on corrosion crack elongation before surface crack occurred. 

Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 shows crack length of 1st and 2nd elongation. In the edge-restricted 

cases, crack elongation is almost linear, and initial elongation of other cases are also linear. However, 

crack tip became closer to concrete surface, crack elongation speed became higher because 

confinement against crack opening is low. Looking at 2nd clack behavior, elongation speed became 

slow after 1st crack reached the concrete surface because penetrated to one side can easily open. 

Finally, the both 1st and 2nd crack, 6 cases except for restricted case, reached concrete surface. Figure 

3.26 shows the ratio of cracked to concrete area except for steel element of each case. Cracked area 

was given summation of 1st and 2nd crack length. 

Equation 3.10 was proposed as function  𝑘 based on crack elongation tracking analysis. Crack 

elongation was linear in first stage and accelerated with closing to concrete surface, thus the author 

defined 𝑘 as quadratic function of corrosion ratio, and the ratio of rebar diameter to mesh size which 

means concrete area in a element was used as primary coefficient. 

𝑘
𝐿 𝐷
𝑙

, 𝐿 𝛼
𝐷
𝑙

𝑅  (3.10)

Where, 𝐿𝑐𝑟: mesh size(mm), 𝐷: rebar diameter(mm), 𝐿𝑐𝑟: crack length, 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟: corrosion ratio (%), 𝛼: 

 

 

Fig. 3.23 Determine of 𝐸  
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constant coefficient 15. 

Comparison of proposed k with experimental cracked area ratio was showed in Figure 3.27 and 

Figure 3.28. Noted that rebar was treated as crack surface because chemical adhesion was lost 

immediately after rebar corrosion started, and rebar diameter in practical use can be deemed as a part 

of roughness of crack surface. Thus, cracked area was defined even in 0% of corrosion ratio by rebar 

in this graph. Here, proposed 𝑘 had good agreement with experimental results, while reduction of 

2nd crack elongation speed cannot reproduce especially in the case D/L  was high. However, it was 

safe side evaluation from the view point s of shear stiffness reduction. Analytical expansion neglected 

the decreasing of 𝐸  due to change from gel behavior to liquid behavior due to water ingress from  

 

Fig. 3.24 Crack elongation of 1st crack 

 

 

Fig. 3.25 Crack elongation of 2nd crack 
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Fig. 3.26 cracked area ratio per cover thickness 

 

 
Figure 3.27 Comparison of proposed 𝑘 with experimental cracked area ratio(D10) 

 
Figure 3.28 Comparison of proposed 𝑘 with experimental cracked area ratio(D22) 
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surface reached crack, or absorption of 𝐸  into opening crack in elongation stage. 

 For more precise tracking of corrosion elongation, these effects should be taken into account. Noted 

that 𝐿  in the Equation 3.10 was defined to fit the analytical results with extreme fine mesh and 

experiments in previous researches for tracking corrosion crack progress. Thus, it was required to 

verify the accuracy of the crack elongation model into various conditions such as multiple rebars, 

various rebar diameters, different corrosion speed, bended rebar, or larger concrete block for 

expanding the applicable range while property of concrete did not have large effects on corrosion crack 

elongation in the previous research [22]. In the sequence, such as the number of rebar or concrete 

length in a block might be required to be implemented into the model. 

3.5 Development of shear transfer model after crack penetration  

According to Figure 3.17, which was comparison with fine and large mesh size in corrosion 

expansion model, shear stiffness of large mesh is lower than that of fine mesh. This section focuses on 

the shear transfer model after crack penetration and suggests modification model. The author 

considered two deviations between actual phenomena and analytical model as the reason; unevenness 

of crack surface and angle in a large element, and crack width limitation due to discharge of corrosion 

gel. 

3.5.1 Equivalent crack width model considering nonuniformity of crack 

Crack induced by corrosion expansion was averaged straightly in a element. Especially in the 

case of rough mesh, unevenness in cross section and axial direction of member cannot be neglected. 

When corrosion crack occurs, crack width should have distributed in cross section of member. Fine 

mesh model may be able to reproduce but rough mesh cannot because averaged expansive strain is 

applied in entire RC zone of member as shown in Figure. 3.29. In this condition, closed point has 

greatly high shear stiffness especially in the case that contact is recovered. and that in opened point is 

low. According to shear stiffness model based on contact density function described in Equation 3.2, 

crack width and shear stiffness is not linear, thus averaged crack width has lower stiffness than uneven 

opening state. When unevenness in axial direction is focused on, uneven crack angle should have high 

stiffness due to interlock between crack shape. Contact density function was based on the roughness 

of the crack surface in small region that is able to be assumed straight crack. Rough mesh includes and 

can not neglect the crack shape, but shear stiffness based on the contact density between straight crack 
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along input rebar ratio is applied as shown in Figure 3.30. Concept of equivalent crack width for 

unevenness of crack is shown in Figure 3.31. The distribution of corrosion crack width is not 

considered and crack width caused by expansion strain calculated from input value is applied in large 

mesh. However actual corrosion crack has various crack width and minimum width 𝑤  is assumed 

as the half value of maximum crack width as shown in Equation 3.11. 

𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 0.5𝑤  (3.11)

𝑤 _  is considered as average crack width along crack surface. Strictly speaking, integral of crack 

width in the all surface should be defined as should be described as 𝑤 _ . However, this study 

 

Fig. 3.29 Reproduction of unevenness of crack surface 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.30 Reproduction of unevenness of crack surface 
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assumed various crack unevenness can be described from averaged value of maximum and minimum 

crack width, and equivalent crack width in this study is shown in Equation 3.12. 

𝑤𝑒𝑞_𝑠𝑢𝑓
1
2
𝑤 𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 0.75𝑤  (3.12)

Concept of equivalent crack width considering the unevenness of crack angle in rough mesh is shown 

in Figure 3.32. In this study, simply 45 degree of crack angle is assumed and projected crack width 

𝑤 _  can be given in Equation. 3.13.  

𝑤𝑒𝑞_𝑎𝑛𝑔
1

√2
w (3.13)

Therefore, unevenness by crack surface and crack angel is integrated and equivalent crack width 𝑤  

can be given in Equation 3.14. 

 

Fig. 3.31 Scheme of equivalent crack width for unevenness crack surface 

 

 

Fig. 3.32 Scheme of equivalent crack width for unevenness crack angle 
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𝑤
0.75

√2
𝑤 𝑤 _ 𝑤 _  (3.14)

For direct representation of unevenness, inducing of equivalent crack width 𝑤  is suit as shown 

in Equation 3.14 below, but according to the investigation in previous section, corrosion ratio and 

crack width are linear relationship in large mesh size, thus authors applied this consideration as 

corrosion ratio because 𝑅 can be common input parameter in this chapter. Thus, the author suggests 

equivalent corrosion ratio described in Equation 3.15.  

𝑅 _
0.75

√2
𝑅  (3.15)

Where, 𝑅 _ : equivalent corrosion ratio (%), 𝑅 :eactual corrosion ratio (%).  

3.5.2 Crack width model considering crack opening limit 

According to shear loading analysis by conventional corrosion model, shear stiffness continued 

to decrease with corrosion ratio increasing even after corrosion ratio exceeded 10%. In general, 

discharge of corrosion gel occurs from surface reached crack, whose width is more than 0.3mm. Thus, 

corrosion product does not hold in cracks, but leak from cracks on concrete surface. In this state, 

expansion strain generation due to corrosion product should be stopped and expansive stress can 

release as shown in Figure 3.33. While opened crack cannot be closed because corrosion crack 

propagation can be deemed to be plastic deformation, crack width should be converged. In other word, 

crack width by corrosion expansion has limit. 

 In order to implement the crack width limit, named as discharge limit, the author referred the critical 

corrosion ratio, CCR [22]. According to the paper for development of CCR, concrete surface strain at 

CCR is 125-130 micro. While CCR shows the crack reaching to concrete surface, discharge of 

 

 
Fig. 3.33 Comparison of analytical result with experimental results 
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corrosion gel does not start immediately because crack width is too small to cause leak of gel, not 

liquid. The author set discharge limit as almost 2 times higher value than CCR, 250 micro by Equation 

3.16.  

𝐿 % 2.0𝐶𝐶𝑅,𝐶𝐶𝑅 % 0.0018𝑐 .  (3.16)

Where, 𝐿 : discharge limit, 𝐶𝐶𝑅: critical corrosion ratio, c: cover thickness (mm). Strain discharge 

limit (250 micro) is the close point that surface strain increases rapidly in previous researches [22]. 

This strain increasing means rapid crack opening, which is seemed to be allow gel leak, therefore this 

value was set as discharge limit. 

3.6 Structural behavior change by proposed shear transfer model on a RC member  

3.6.1 The target member and outline of static loading test 

In order to understand the influence of overestimation of shear stiffness on structural behavior of 

member, reproduction analysis for beam loading test with rebar corrosion in previous research was 

conducted. Chijiwa et al. conducted static loading test on the beam with rebar corrosion and compared 

with sound behavior. Fig. 3.34 shows experimental setup [27]. The RC beam has 1000mm of shear 

span, 350mm of height, and 250mm of width. For achieving shear failure, high strength rebar 

(USD685) was used as main rebar and 4 rebars of D19 and 6 rebars of D16 were used for sound and 

corroded specimen, respectively. Rebar ratios were almost same between 2 specimens and increase of 

the number of rebars in corroded beam aimed to emphasize corrosion crack effect. Accelerated 

corrosion was conducted for 837 hours with 1.5A of constant current, resulting 254mg/cm2 of 

corrosion mass loss. Electrical circuit for accelerated corrosion test was produced by saline pool by 

mortal on reversing of beam and stainless mesh connected to rebar. Compressive strength and tensile 

strength of concrete was 48.0MPa and 3.64MPa for corroded specimen, and 34.7MPa and 2.70MPa 

Figure 3.34 Experimental setup (Chijiwa et al. [27]) 
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for sound specimen. 

 Load-Deflection curve and crack pattern in the experiment are summarized in Figure 3.35. 

Ultimate load is 175 kN and 131 kN for sound and corroded specimen, respectively. Maximum load 

of corroded beam reduced to 75% of that of sound specimen, and dominant damage for failure is crack 

along compression rebar rather than shear crack. Shear slip along corrosion crack did not be observed. 

Shear crack angle of corroded specimen was larger than sound one and shear crack origin was 

influenced by corrosion crack end, which was assumed to be caused by arch mechanism in corroded 

specimen. 

3.6.2 Reproduction FE analysis by the conventional corrosion crack induction model  

Reproduction analysis model is shown in Figure 3.36. Considering the symmetry of geometry, 

half model in beam width was produced. In order to catch the effects of mesh size, 2 models were 

produced. In fine mesh, rebar ratio was concentrated in the mesh in same location and surround 

concrete elements did not have rebar ratio. Thus, expansion force from inside can be reproduced. 

Based on the investigations in Chapter 2, rebar concentrated element and surrounded element were 

fixed with sharing the nodes. Rough mesh applied smeared rebar ratio in RC zone, and the entire of 

this area expanded in corroded analysis. 

 

Figure 3.35 Experimental results (Chijiwa et al. [27]) 

 

 
Figure 3.36 Reproduction analysis model 
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Comparison of analytical results with experimental results are shown in Figure 3.37. In the sound 

case, FE analysis succeeded to reproduced the structural behavior in static loading test well in load-

displacement relationship and crack pattern. While post-peak behavior was varied between the 

experiment and the analysis with different mesh size, failure mode of all the cases were sharp load 

drop by shear crack formation. Maximum load in the experiment, analysis with fine mesh, and with 

rough were 179kN, 180kN, and 175kN, respectively while calculated shear strength based on JSCE 

code was 154kN, thus variation in the maximum load was in the range of 5%. In the corroded case, 

there are clear difference by mesh size. Fine mesh model can reproduce the experimental results in the 

initial stiffness, stiffness with flexural crack, and sharp deflection increasing at 120 kN of applied load. 

In the experiment, deflection increasing was caused by shear crack formation, then load was dropped 

with formation of crack along compression rebar. Shear crack and crack along the compression bar 

was reproduced in the analysis case with fine mesh as shown in the strain distribution, but post-peak 

behavior differed from experimental results. This deviation between analytical results and experiment 

was caused by sudden shear crack formation in the compression field although change of crack angle 

due to corrosion crack could be reproduced well. Analysis with smeared crack model reproduced 

cracks as stiffness reduction of finite element and complete separation could not be reproduced directly, 

Figure 3.37 Comparison of analytical result with experimental results 
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thus sharp reduction of tension resistance should be assumed. However, tension stiffening was 

considered due to compression rebar in this analytical model, and fluent deflection increasing was 

observed. It was also supported by deviation of post-peak behavior only in the corroded case. Shear 

crack in this case was propagated from the edge of corrosion crack and crack angle to beam axis was 

larger than sound case. Therefore, shear crack was almost orthogonal direction to compression rebar 

which was assumed as distributed rebar and tension stiffening in this analytical model. As a results 

resistance against shear crack opening was considered to be high only in the corroded case analysis. 

When focusing on the analytical behavior in corroded case, member stiffness was lower than 

experimental value from initial stage to failure even while fine mesh can reproduce the experimental 

results. Totally, FE analysis except rough mesh model with rebar corrosion can track the structural 

behavior well while post-peak behavior has difference due to spoiling or dynamic crack propagation 

which cannot be reproduced in FE analysis. Therefore, it is confirmed that conventional corrosion 

model in the case applying rough mesh overestimated the stiffness reduction between corrosion crack. 

Focusing on the point of 40 kN of applied in load load-displacement curve of corroded beam with 

rough mesh, initial stiffness was recovered. It was because that compression stress in vertical direction 

closed the corrosion crack along main rebar, then high shear stiffness can be applied in the elements. 

It is one of the proofs that shear stiffness reduction was higher than assumption in model development. 

In order to confirm the crack closing effects, the author conducted the sensitivity analysis as shown in 

Figure 3.38. First, vertical strain in expanded area by corrosion expansion in beam loading analysis 

was picked up, and crack closing behavior with increasing of applied load was confirmed. For getting 

shear stiffness in this region, the author produced the analytical model simulating only expanded area. 

Equal compression strain with the value induced by loading was applied after induction of same 

corrosion expansion, then shear stiffness for axial direction of beam was got from pure shear loading. 

Figure 3.38 clearly shows the shear stiffness increase of expanded area by loading. 

3.6.3 Application of the proposed model considering the discharge limit 

According to the development of corrosion model in section 3.6, the author conducted 

reproduction analysis for static loading test on corrode beam conducted in previous section. Analysis 

model was same, but equivalent corrosion ratio and discharge limit were set newly. Corrosion ratio by 

electrical accelerated corrosion was 8.06% and this value exceeded discharge limit proposed in section 

3.5. Discharge of corrosion product was also confirmed visually as shown in Figure 3.32. Thus, 

smaller crack width than conventional analytical model was applied at discharge limit. Analytical 

result is shown in Figure 3.39. Deviation in stiffness reduction by overestimation of crack width can 

be improved and analysis with rebar corrosion by new model had good agreement with experimental 

results. Equivalent corrosion model had enough accuracy for large mesh analysis with 70mm of mesh 

size in high corrosion ratio, exceeding discharge limit. 
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3.6.4 The influence of equivalent crack width model on shear transfer 

The author conducted parametric analysis for corrosion ratio base on corroded beam. The 

analytical model simulating only expanded area in the both fine mesh and rough mesh size. Figure 

3.40 shows the analytical model and comparison of crack opening behavior in fine and rough mesh. 

 

 

 Figure 3.38 Investigation on crack closing effects in loading 

 

 

 Figure 3.39 Comparison of analytical result with experimental results 
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Both models showed average strain value by corrosion expansion, but each element in fine mesh 

model has high variation in strain. According to former investigation focusing on shear stiffness of a 

element with expansion strain, shear stiffness rapidly decreased at higher strain than cracking, 200 

micro. Looking at strain distribution in normal direction to beam axis, uneven strain distribution was 

reproduced as assumption in the section 3.5.1. Thus, fine mesh model had 3.25 times higher value of 

shear stiffness than rough mesh model. The author applied shear loading with various corrosion ratio 

in the both fine mesh and rough mesh, and two crack width model, conventional and proposed 

equivalent crack width model in rough mesh. Here, comparison of initial shear stiffness by proposed 

equivalent crack width model and fine mesh is shown in Figure 3.41. By applying equivalent crack 

width model, shear stiffness in expanded region became close value to that from fine mesh analysis, 

which could reproduce the assumed situation of uneven crack width distribution, in the application 

range of equivalent crack width model. 

3.6.5 Structural behavior change with corrosion progress 

In order to investigate the influence of the proposed model on the structural performance of a 

member, analysis on static loading for a beam was performed. The target beam was shown in Figure 

3.34, and two FE analytical models were produced by the both rough and fine mesh size as shown in 

Figure 3.36. Corrosion ratio was set as the parameter, and total 48 cases (16 degrees of corrosion 

ratios from 0% to 18.2% for 3 models, fine mesh, rough mesh with the conventional model, and rough 

mesh with the proposed model) were analyzed. Corrosion ratio was set 6 degrees for stage 1 including 

sound state without rebar corrosion, 4 degrees for stage 2, and 6 degrees for stage 3 including the 

 

 
Figure 3.40 Crack opening behavior difference in fine mesh and rough mesh 
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reproduction of experimental situation performed in section 3.6.3. According to the rebar arrangement 

shown in Figure 3.34, CCR (Critical Corrosion Ratio) which showed the corrosion ratio at crack 

penetration was 1.41%, thus discharge limit proposed in this chapter was 2.82% according to the 

proposal in section 3.5.2. Figure 3.42, Figure 3.43, and figure 3.44 shows the comparison between 

analytical results with fine and rough mesh in load-displacement curves focusing on the stage 1, stage 

2, and stage 3, respectively. In the all Figures, left side graph shows the comparison between the result 

by fine mesh model ant that by rough mesh with conventional model, and right side one compares fine 

mesh model with proposed model in rough mesh size. Noted that discharge limit proposed in section 

3.5.2 was also applied in the model with fine mesh because limit of expansive strain was common 

phenomena without the dependence on mesh size. Bond deterioration was not considered in all cases 

according to the investigation in Chapter 2 because corrosion ratio kept less than 20% in this 

investigation in order to focus on the effects of corrosion crack. When corrosion ratio was exceeded 

20%, the effects of low substantial rebar amount or pit corrosion seemed to be significant. Corrosion 

crack model mainly caused change of the shear transfer degree around rebar, and member stiffness 

was influenced by shear transfer behavior, thus initial stiffness change with increase of corrosion ratio 

was summarized and showed in Figure 3.45. Initial stiffness was defined as the slope of applied load 

to deflection until deflection of beam reached 0.2mm, and it was confirmed that principal strain in any 

finite elements was under 200 micro which was judged as cracked in this FE analytical system. 

 

 Figure 3.41 Improvement of shear stiffness by equivalent crack width model 
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When focusing on the stage 1, load-deflection relationship was not influenced well by corrosion 

because crack was not penetrated and enough stress transfer for load bearing was maintained. Rough 

mesh with conventional model overestimated crack elongation and shear transfer with penetration 

crack was reproduced. Thus, initial stiffness and load capacity was lower than that with fine mesh. 

Accuracy of analytical results with the proposed model considering non-penetrated condition of 

corrosion crack was improved. Here, initial stiffness in this stage was larger than fine mesh. Beam 

model with fine mesh had only 2 elements between rebar and concrete surface, thus crack elongation 

was also seemed to be overestimated. The initial stiffness of the member was almost same value 

 
 Figure 3.42 Comparison between conventional and proposed model (Stage 1) 

 

 

 Figure 3.43 Comparison between conventional and proposed model (Stage 2) 
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between fine mesh and rough mesh with the proposed model at the CCR. In the stage 2, fine mesh 

model could represent actual crack distribution as discussed in section 3.6.4, thus the author set fine 

mesh as target structural behavior. The conventional model overestimated reduction of load capacity 

and member stiffness, and the proposed model can improve the match with the results by fine mesh. 

Stiffness improvement was also supported from the investigation on the shear stiffness on model 

applied region shown in Figure 3.41. Member stiffness of conventional model in the stage 3 had rapid 

reduction from 8% of corrosion ratio. It is because that applied expansive strain was exceeded 20000 

micro as shown in Figure 3.40, then stiffness of a whole rebar distributed region was extremely low. 

 

 Figure 3.44 Comparison between conventional and proposed model (Stage 3) 

 

 

 Fig. 3.45 Shear stiffness change due to modified corrosion crack model 
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In the stage 3, the accuracy of member stiffness before and after propagation of flexural cracks was 

improved while ultimate load had been reproduced well because section loss of rebar which had been 

considered in the both conventional and proposed model was dominant. The proposed discharge limit 

induced only slight stiffness reduction due to progress of section loss of rebar in the stage 3. Member 

stiffness reduction behavior with fine mesh considered unlimited expansive strain, thus reduction rate 

with the proposed model became slighter than that by fine mesh with the conventional expansion 

model. Through all the stages, post-peak behavior of members had room for improvement of accuracy 

for reproduction because the ultimate state of shear failure mode had variation such as shear crack 

propagation region, unbalancing of shear span with or without shear crack, or the influence of 

compression rebar even in experiments. In the FE analysis conducted in this chapter had a trend that 

fine mesh model had more resistance against applied load even after shear crack formed while rough 

mesh model showed drop of load immediately with shear failure especially in the situation with high 

corrosion ratio causing penetrated crack. It was mainly considered to be caused by damage 

compression side of the beam, namely, damage was averaged in a element and rough mesh model had 

1 or 2 elements for compressed region in the ultimate state. Furthermore, the angle of shear crack to 

beam axis was large sue to corrosion crack in this target beam, thus smeared compression rebar 

influenced. Shear crack induced local tensile strain in compression side dynamically at failure, thus 

equivalent tension softening behavior in compression field depending on the mesh size might improve 

reproduction of actual phenomenon. Modeling method considering these effects required more 

consideration. 

3.7 Summary of chapter3 

The goal of this chapter was the development of structural model for corrosion crack. When 

considering modeling by smeared crack concept, discussion on cracks should be divided by scale, 

distributed cracks and concentrated crack. Thus, the author focused on not only the development of 

corrosion crack model but the influences of distributed fine cracks on structural performance and its 

structural modeling in FE analysis while distributed cracks had affinity with smeared crack model. 

First, the author conducted the thermo-hygral analysis for the mockup model of RC power plant 

buildings and the multi-story building, which had been reported that structural stiffness declined with 

aging. Analysis considering moisture loss by environmental condition could reproduce the stiffness 

reduction behavior well, thus it is shown that the drying shrinkage of concrete is one of the key factors 

to predict the structural stiffness of the whole buildings with different dimensions, and the scale of 

structural members is confirmed to be a critical factor for drying. The author focused on the member 

scale, and the thermo-hygral analysis was also conducted for the shear wall whose structural 

performance change caused by drying was tested in the previous research. Three degree in member 

scale was set as parameter aiming laboratory scale, real scale, and scale in huge structures such as 
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nuclear power plant. The rate of stiffness reduction was slower in huge structure with thick member 

while converged reduction ratio was insensitive with structural scale. When drying effects for member 

was focused, shear stiffness in RC member was degraded by drying shrinkage cracks distributed in an 

entire member. Stiffness reduction caused by distributed fine cracks can be reproduced by 

conventional smeared crack model. 

The model of corrosion crack had difficulty in deviation between smeared crack model and 

specific characteristic of corrosion crack such as concentration or specific direction along rebar. In 

order to make clear conventional model, the author conducted the corrosion induced analysis for 

concrete plate with a rebar with fine or rough mesh size, and the shear stiffness in the model with 

rough mesh size was underestimated or overestimated with corrosion ratio. For more accurate 

reproduction, the corrosion crack model was developed with division into three state, state that 

corrosion crack did not penetrated, the crack was penetrated but corrosion product was kept around 

rebar, and corrosion product was discharged from concrete surface by penetrated crack. Corrosion 

model was developed as shown in Fig. 3.46. Conventional corrosion model cannot represent non-

penetrated crack condition, thus this study proposed new model for shear stiffness, which is 

reproduced by area ratio of cracked to uncracked. Area ratio k was described by only two parameter, 

corrosion ratio 𝑅   and ratio of rebar diameter to mesh size 𝐷/𝑙  . After crack penetration, 

expansion in an entire RC zone by rough mesh with corrosion cannot consider the uneven crack width 

in cross section and axial direction. Equivalent corrosion ratio 𝑅 _  can solve this deviation from 

actual condition. Under severe corrosion state, conventional model neglected the discharge of 

corrosion gel from penetrated crack. Implement of discharge limit which means limit value of crack 

 

Figure 3.46 Summary of model development for corrosion crack 
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opening can consider this phenomenon. Validation of the proposed model was performed by the 

reproduction analysis for the static loading test on the beam subjected to severe rebar corrosion 

exceeding discharge limit and parametric analysis by fine and rough mesh model with various 

corrosion ratio. Shear transfer declination of damaged concrete due to corrosion crack can be evaluated 

precisely and stiffness of a member could be reproduced with high accuracy as member scale structural 

response. There was room for more consideration on the reproduction of the structural response around 

failure or in post-peak especially for shear failure, but the proposed model was insensitive in this stage. 

Instead, the structural behavior around shear failure was determined by momentary shear crack 

penetration behavior in compression edge, thus it was considered that fracture behavior under 

compression influenced greatly with high dependence with mesh size. More validations were also 

required for wide applicability range and high precision by reproducing actual behavior of member on 

flexural and shear mode. In this study, from 50mm to 200mm of mesh size is main target, but real 

scale analysis with foundation or ground requires larger mesh size, 300mm or 500mm. Multiple rebar 

in a mesh or more direct implement of crack angle has large contribution. 
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4.1 Conclusions 

This study focused on the influence of rebar corrosion on bond between rebar and concrete and 

stress transfer behavior change due to concrete crack. Implementation into structural analysis models 

was also aimed and FE analytical model which was applicable in FE analysis with large mesh size was 

developed by averaged structural behavior considering spatial nonuniformity. The advanced point of 

this study was implementation of meso scale phenomenon into macro scale model under the social 

demand of FE modeling which was applicable for the analytical evaluation on real scale structures 

subjected to rebar corrosion. The main conclusions are summarized as followings. 

 

(1) Whether mechanical interlock can work or not was dominant factor for sound bond rather than 

chemical adhesion or friction resistance. Section loss of rebar causes reduction of contact area 

between a lug and concrete, but interlock can be maintained until a certain degree of lug height 

loss. 

 

(2) Stirrups strongly suppressed the relative displacement of main rebar to surrounded concrete in the 

both axial direction and orthogonal direction. As a result, it affected location of crack propagations, 

and kept interlock between concrete and main rebar. Stirrups had great contribution to prevent 

detachment and slip of main rebar. 

 

(3) When parts of rebar surface had interlock, slip and pull-out of rebar did not occur even if some 

region in rebar lost interlock completely. Thus, bond performance was insensitive even though the 

section loss ratio increased by corrosion. As long as the section loss ratio was lower than ap-

proximately 20%, and the bond as an entire member can be assumed as sound state. 

 

(4) Stiffness reduction caused by bond deterioration in the state with high section loss ratio was 

reproduced by the proposed model defined by the degree of tension stiffening by the structural 

analysis ignoring section loss and corrosion crack with large mesh size. 

 

(5) Smeared crack model can reproduce the influence of distributed cracks on the structural 

performance properly. Stiffness of structures with various scale was declined due to shrinkage 

crack formed by moisture loss with environmental condition. It suggested the cause of natural 

frequency decline measured in existing structures. Scale of members had large influences on the 

speed of drying progress, and there was mesh size dependence in the analytical reproduction of 

drying effects. 
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(6) When elongation of corrosion crack before penetration was focused on, shear stiffness could be 

calculated by the summation of uncracked and cracked stiffness with the area ratio. Area ratio can 

be described by the squared corrosion ratio of rebar and the ratio of rebar diameter to mesh size.  

 

(7) Shear stiffness after crack penetration in large mesh based on the contact density function in the 

conventional model had deviation from actual value. It was required to consider the unevenness 

of crack surface in the both normal and parallel direction to rebar axis. Equivalent crack width 

model considering averaged crack width and macro scale contact was proposed. Equivalent crack 

width also can be described as equivalent corrosion ratio. Overestimation of shear stiffness 

reduction after crack penetration was modified by the proposed model. 

 

(8) Maximum crack width should be implemented into the model of corrosion expansion because 

discharge of corrosion product from cracked concrete surface released expansive strain. Corrosion 

ratio at the discharge limit was considered as 2 times larger value. Overestimation of shear 

stiffness reduction at the high corrosion ratio was modified. 

 

(9) Change of stress transfer behavior of concrete around rebar and member stiffness before and after 

formation of flexural crack with corrosion progress up to 12% of section loss ratio was reproduced 

well by the proposed model even when large mesh size was applied. 

 

This study investigated and developed the equivalent corrosion models in large mesh size, and 

practical FE model for analytical evaluation on real scale structures with corroded rebar was developed. 

Through the investigation, this study gave the important suggestion on bond deterioration. In general, 

bond was regarded as deteriorated after corrosion crack became visible at concrete surface. However, 

this study showed that bond between rebar and concrete can be maintained as long as interlock in parts 

of region in a member worked. These suggestions were given by separating out various bond 

components which are complicatedly influenced. Corrosion crack declined the performance of RC 

structures in member stiffness influencing seismic response. Before the development of equivalent 

corrosion crack model, the author focused on the influence of drying shrinkage of concrete on 

structural performance. Drying shrinkage crack was distributed crack in a whole member and have a 

high affinity with smeared crack model. It was showed that the conventional smeared crack model had 

enough accuracy to evaluate the distributed crack, and it was suggested that drying of concrete was a 

cause of problem in existing RC structures. Conventional model for induction of corrosion expansion 

in large mesh was deviated from actual phenomenon, thus equivalent corrosion crack model was 

developed in this study. The proposed model produced improvement in the prediction of the behavior 

damaged concrete as averaged behavior of FE mesh with corrosion crack. Totally, this study had 
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contribution in the evaluation of residual structural performance for deteriorated structures by rebar 

corrosion for effective and efficient maintenance. 

4.1 Future recommendations 

This study proposed the limit value of corrosion ratio that sound bond can be assumed, and 

development of bond deterioration model after the limit as sharp loss of bond. Applicable range of bon 

deterioration model by tension stiffening with high rebar corrosion state was required because more 

than 20% of corrosion ratio can be observed on severe condition against rebar corrosion such as coastal 

structures. Investigation on the influence of crack around rebar was also required for more accurate 

bond deterioration model. Corrosion crack changed the geometry of concrete around rebar, thus it was 

equivalent as section loss of rebar. 

Equivalent corrosion crack model had a room for investigation on more precise description. 

Equivalent crack width model was based on the minimum crack width in uneven crack surface as 

assumed fixed value. Inducing of function which can consider instability or uncertainly such as 

probability distribution on crack opening, crack elongation direction or meso-scale interlock between 

cracks may improve the accuracy of the proposed model.  

The proposed model required corrosion ratio as a input data, and the corrosion ratio should be 

estimated from destructive or non-destructive inspection on existing structures. It is difficult to get 

accurate corrosion state of nonuniform rebar corrosion while inspection technology is now developing. 

Interrelationship between averaged region defined by finite element and inspection was considered for 

application on existing structures. Changing property of corrosion product fixed in this study can be 

evaluated properly in the analysis. For improving that, time dependent model with multi-scale 

structural model which can reproduce chemical reaction causing corrosion process is highly 

recommended. It makes possible to track overall life cycle of newly established structure and future 

behavior of existing structure. Development of integrated analysis requires investigations on variation 

of property of corrosion product affected environmental condition, the effects of stress state on 

corrosion crack elongation with time dependence considering creep behavior, induction of pit 

corrosion, and implementation of pit corrosion as averaged behavior. Estimation of airborne chloride 

environment or rinse of adhered salt by rainfall is also called for. 
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